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Dynaturf for racquetball, squash, tennis & running tracks.

Our surfaces are designed to be more than just multi-purpose. Every Dynaturf athletic surface is specifically designed to meet the demands of each sport. Whether it be racquetball surfaces, squash surfaces, tennis surfaces or running tracks, the unique properties of polyurethane incorporated in the Dynaturf surfaces make them outstanding and extremely durable playing surfaces.

The resiliency in every Dynaturf surface helps prevent back aches, leg fatigue and shin splints that may result from a hard surface. They also offer a degree of "foot slide" which will ease pull on players' legs and knees. We are committed to meeting the demands of athletes and contributing to their best performance.

We have worked hard for recognition as the specialist in athletic surfacing for all sports. We intend to keep on working, and we would like to be of service to you.

Call us collect, play on our surfaces and see why Dynaturf is the best way to guarantee your investment.
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WE JUST BLACKBALED THE IRA. THEY ASKED FOR IT.

So we gave them what they wanted. A new black racquetball made by Seamco to exacting IRA specifications. The new Seamco #444 will be the only official ball sanctioned by the International Racquetball Association. That's a big job for a small ball. But this one can take it. Seamco

Dear I.R.A.

Our 1st all women's tournament was a success and as soon as the pictures are back, we'll send a write-up and photos for the magazine. Thank you for your assistance with providing balls, draw sheets and score cards!

Enclosed are 3 checks — two are for individual memberships and the large amount is for 20 new memberships — individual, and 1 family membership. Also enclosed is a list of all the names and addresses of the new members. We are all looking forward to the next issue of your magazine — it is the major drawing attraction of the organization from most members' points of view.

Carol L. Mason
Wayland, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I especially enjoyed the excellent artwork on the cover of the January/February issue. Could you tell us something of the artist?

Jim Jordan
Chicago, Illinois

Dear IRA,

I recently completed a six month Mediterranean cruise as the executive officer of the tank landing ship USS SUMPTER that made port calls in Italy, France, Spain and Turkey. I managed to play good, competitive racquetball on excellent courts in just about all these countries with other hard core racquetball enthusiasts who reside overseas.

During the ship's visit to Marseille, France we were hosted at the home of the U.S. Consulate General, Mr. Ralph Meima. After discussion with him and his staff, it was evident that racquetball was virtually unknown in France. Apparently there are no courts in the country nor plans for construction of any.

USS SUMPTER

Izmir, is the second largest port city in Turkey. It has a population of 3 million and a moderate climate because of its close proximity to the Aegean Sea. Racquetball is played by just about all the Army and Air Force personnel assigned to the NATO Base in Izmir and a few local Turks. Facilities consist of 1 standard sized court with spectator gallery located on the base recreation facility near the gym. The top player in Izmir is Captain Tom McCarthy, U.S. Army, and the number two player is Sgt. Green, USAF.

There are many less experienced players on the base however, who would welcome the opportunity to play visiting racquetball. Turkey has other fine racquetball courts located throughout the country at U.S. Military bases. The premier facility is located at the Military Assistance Group Headquarters in the capital city, Ankara. This facility consists of two hardwood courts which are utilized by both U.S. Military and American Embassy Personnel in the Turkish Capitol. Ankara is about 150 miles east of the Black Sea in the interior of this small country. Additional racquetball courts also exist at INCIRLAK (2 courts) on the Turkish/Syria border and KARANSUEL in the mountains west of Izmir. Visitors to Turkey who desire to play racquetball at any of the bases previously discussed, must of course be invited as a guest of an active duty serviceman stationed in the country. However, a call to the base athletic director at any of the facilities should result in a contact with the top players who always welcome "outside competition".

(continued on page 43)
THE FUTURE OF RACQUETBALL LOOKS GREY.

And it’s called the Leach Graphite-Performer.™

First there was wood. Then aluminum. Then glass-filled. And now, graphite.

And no one needs to tell you what graphite can do for a sport. Or sales.

And in the hottest, fastest-growing sport in the world, graphite is bound to be dynamite.

It's priced and designed to move, both off your shelves and on the court.

For starters, the Graphite-Performer is an incredible 250 grams light. Yet still packs the power of a heavier racquet. It's rigid enough to virtually eliminate vibration and excess flexing. Yet still keeps the control of glass-filled.

Its unique narrow-throat, one-piece construction (you won't find anything like it anywhere else) actually turns the entire string area into the sport's biggest “sweet spot.” And it feels great. All for a suggested retail price tag under $35.

That’s right. Graphite for under ’35.

You can’t miss.

The sport’s most innovative racquet from the sport’s most innovative name.

The competitively priced and designed Leach Graphite-Performer. The future couldn’t look brighter.

5567 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego, CA 92123
Hosts
The 10th Annual
IRA International
Singles Championships

The Sporting House, located in Englewood, Colorado — suburb of Denver — has been chosen as the tournament site for the 10th Annual International Racquetball Association's Singles Tournament. The Sporting House boasts 15 courts including one glass championship court complete with televising facilities, restaurant and cocktail bar which specializes in Health Foods; individual men and women steam saunas, Jacuzzies, 25 meter lap pool weight room, full time massuer, two exercize rooms, and a redwood hot tub located outside.

Tournament Headquarters for registration and hospitality will be located at the Rodeway Inn within walking distance of the Sporting House. Registration will be a social event for those arriving early with all major manufacturers invited to display their products along with free hospitality.
Along with the running of all required events we will again feature the popular "B" Singles in order that all those wishing to participate in our Internationals have the opportunity. Play will begin Friday morning the 26th of May and continue through Saturday evening when the 1st annual manufacturers awards dinner will be held which will be open to all players. Sunday morning the Annual Players membership breakfast will be held with the Annual State of the IRA report given along with the election of five new members to the Board of Directors.

Along with the amateur divisions will be the IPRO tour featuring all the top names in Pro racquetball including defending National Champ Davey Bledsoe, Marty Hogan, Charlie Brumfield, Jerry Hilecher, Steve Serot, Craig McCoy, Jay Jones, Ben Koltun, Steve Keeley, Mark Morrow, Mike Yellin, Riche Wagner, Steve Strandemo, Jerry Zuckerman, Mike Zeitman, and David Fleetwood.

Women's professionals Shannon Wright, Peggy Steding, Jennifer Harding, Janell Marriott, Sarah Green, Kathy Williams, Karin Walton, Rita Hoff, Martha McDonald, Jan Pasternak, and Sue Carow.

The 10th Annual International Singles Championships promise to be the highlight of the Racquetball season and we hope to see you all there.
TENTH ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIPS

MAY 26-29, 1978
(FRIDAY—MONDAY)
ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO

Please enter me in the event checked:

Age _______ as of May 26, 1978

- ) Men's Open Singles
- ) Men's B Singles
- ) Men's Pro
- ) Senior Singles (35 or over)
- ) Masters Singles (45 or over)
- ) Golden Masters Singles (55 or over)
- ) Golden Masters Singles (60 or over)
- ) Golden Masters Singles (65 or over)
- ) Women's Open Singles
- ) Women's B Singles
- ) Women's Senior Singles (35 or over)
- ) Women's Pro

Limit one event

Contestant must show, or obtain, current IRA Membership Card

Send this page with entry fee to:
IRA® CHAMPIONSHIPS
2076 Union
Memphis, Tenn. 38104

PLEASE INDICATE SHIRT SIZE
S □ M □ L □ XL □

Make check payable to: IRA®

Name (Please Print) __________________________

Address __________________________

City _______________ State _______________ Zip _______________ IRA Card No. & Expiration Date__

Business Phone __________________________ Home Phone __________________________

Estimated time of arrival __________________________

I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I may have against the International Racquetball Association, its affiliated clubs and their respective agents, representatives, successors and assigns for any and all injuries.

Date _______________ Signature _______________

Parent or Guardian __________________________

(If under 18 years of age)

ENTRY FEES
$20.00 Amateur Events — Make check payable to I.R.A.
$30.00 Professional Events — Make check payable to IPRO

ENTRY DEADLINE
Monday, May 16, 1978

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
IRA® Headquarters Staff
901-274-2363

TOURNAMENT SITE
The Denver Sporting House
5151 D.T.C. Parkway
Englewood, Colorado 80110

BE READY TO PLAY
All Singles — 8:00 a.m., Friday, May 26, 1978

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Luke St. Onge 901-274-2363

Housing
TO MAKE RESERVATIONS ASK FOR
"SALES"
The Rodeway Inn
5111 So. Valley Hwy. Singles $21.00
Englewood, CO 80110 Doubles $25.00
303/771-1384
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Stretching

by Bob Anderson

One of the most difficult things to tell a person is exactly how long to stretch before and after activity, or for enjoyment, relaxation, and revitalization. I suggest that you learn four or five basic stretches and then gradually learn more ways to stretch as you see how mentally easy it becomes to stretch. Without learning positions, but concentrating on the stretch, there becomes a personal freedom of expression which is a part of stretching. There is no pressure to become anything. Doing is a natural outcome of right education, personal awareness, right thinking and understanding. Things are easier if we understand deeply and not superficially. Learn the partner stretches, they will help greatly in feeling the energy of proper stretching.

Usually, if possible, you should stretch ten to thirty minutes before activity and ten to thirty minutes after activity. Stretch for up to one hour a day if you have the time. If you don't have that much uninterrupted time every day, learn many different stretches that you can do anywhere. Gradually develop a big repertoire — learn as many stretches as possible. (There isn’t anyone who is not capable of learning everything in this book.) Don’t time yourself when stretching but make use of stretching even if little time is available. Short periods of stretching (five to eight minutes), every three or four hours, really helps a person consistently feel good. Time is not an excuse for not doing.

Many people suffer from much tension in the upper body because of mental stresses of modern living. Many athletes are very inflexible in the upper body because of the lack of stretching and the abundance of muscular development in that area.

There are many stretches to help reduce tension in this area and increase flexibility. The following stretches are effective in reducing tension in the upper body and most of them can be done anywhere. They don’t require any special clothing or a mat, and they can be done standing or sitting.

Here is a simple stretch for your triceps and the top of your shoulders. With your arms overhead, hold the elbow of one arm with the hand of the other arm. Gently pull the elbow behind your head, creating a stretch. Do it slowly. Hold and stretch. Do not use drastic force to limber up. Force will only hurt you.

Stretch both sides. Does it feel like one side is a lot tighter than the other side? This is a good way to begin to loosen up your arms and shoulders. This stretch can be done while walking.

Another shoulder stretch: Reach behind your head and down as far as you can with your left hand and grab your right hand coming up, palm out. Grab fingers and hold. Many will not be able to do this stretch without help.

Have someone pull your hands slowly toward each other until you get a stretch and hold it. Do not stretch too far. You may get a great stretch without having your fingers touching. It takes time to change physical things. Stretch within your limits.

Or use a towel to help you in this stretch:

Drop a towel behind your head with your upper arm bent and, with your other arm, reach up to hold onto the end of the towel. Gradually move your hand up on the towel, pulling your upper arm down, until your hands are touching. Work a little on it every day and get a good stretch. After a while you will be able to do this stretch without help. It really reduces tension and increases flexibility. It also acts as an upper body revitalizer when you are tired.

With arms extended overhead and palms together as drawing shows, stretch your arms upward and slightly backwards. Breathe in as you stretch upward, holding the stretch for five to eight seconds.

This is a great stretch for the muscles of the outer portions of the arms, shoulders, and ribs. It can be done anytime and anyplace to relieve tension and create a feeling of relaxation and well-being.

I find these arm and shoulder stretches to be very good before and after running. They allow for a relaxed upper body and a freer arm swing. These stretches are also good to do during weight lifting workouts or as a possible warm-up for any upper body activity such as tennis.
Figure 1
This stretch is for the front of the shoulders and arms. For this stretch you need a chain-linked fence or doorway or wall. Face the fence and grab onto it (or press against it) with your right hand at shoulder level (fig. 1). Next, bring your other arm around your back and grab hold of the fence (or whatever you are using for this stretch) as in fig. 2. Now, look over your left shoulder in the direction of your right hand. Keep your shoulder close to the fence as you slowly turn your head (fig. 3). Try to look at your right hand behind you to give you a stretch in the front of your shoulders.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
Just get a stretch. Hold, relax. Work within your own limits. Don't hold the stretch too long. Gradually lengthen the time that you hold the position. Begin holding it for five to ten seconds.

This stretch is good for people who are really tight in the upper body. And great to do after an upper body workout such as push-ups, which work the pectoral muscles as well as the arms.

This stretch for the upper body laterally stretches the muscles along the spine.

Figure 6
It is not unusual that many are unable to do this stretch right away. A partner could help you with this stretch by slightly turning your arms toward your spine (fig. 6). The turn is inward. Remember to keep the fingers interlaced as shown in the drawing. Stretch slowly and do not strain. It may take several months of regular stretching for extremely tight individuals to loosen up to the point that they no longer need a helper. Think of regularity as being the key to change—not straining.

If the above stretch is fairly easy for you to do then inhale and extend your chest forward with your head up creating a stretch in your upper body while you turn your elbows inward and straightening your arms. Hold this stretch for five to fifteen seconds. Think of getting a (continued on page 13)
INVESTIGATE

Racquetball club franchises
NOW available

Don Coryell, head coach of the St. Louis Football Cardinals, is offering a complete Racquetball Club Franchise through Don Coryell's Racquetball Franchises, Inc.

The Franchise provides the interested investor with:

• In-depth financial information, projections and studies, helpful in securing financing
• The Don Coryell Racquetball Club design, layouts and construction plans
• Combined purchasing power capabilities and advantages
• Men's conditioning, reducing, and weight training facilities
• Separate women's conditioning and reducing facilities
• Management training and supervision
• The granting of a Franchise within a defined geographic area for a term of years
• Methods of operation and inventory control
• The use of certain valuable trade names, service marks and trademarks
• Bookkeeping and accounting
• Manuals covering business practices and policies
• Newsletter informing the Franchisee of current trends and developments
• Advertising and promotional techniques
• Periodic manager supervision at franchisor's discretion

The Don Coryell Racquetball Franchise provides the racquetball club owner with an operational system that begins with financing and continues thru the day-to-day operation of one of the fastest growing sports businesses in the country.

Call or write Charles A. Lewis or Joe Gibbs at 608 Jefferson, St. Charles, Missouri 63301 (314) 946-4605.
stretch in your arms all the way up to the top of your shoulders. As it becomes easier to straighten your arms behind you, you will be able to hold this stretch for a longer period of time.

To further stretch your chest and shoulders, bring your arms up behind you, keeping your arms and back straight, without tilting forward.

You may want to prop your arms on something for support. As you take a few steps away from the object and straighten your arms you will increase the stretch. This stretch is great for rounded shoulders and gives an immediate feeling of energy.

Another good upper body and back stretch is to place both hands shoulder width apart on a fence or ledge and let your upper body hang down as you keep your legs straight. (Always bend your knees slightly when coming out of this stretch.) Your hips should be directly above your feet.

While doing this stretch, bend your knees just a bit and feel the stretch change. Place your hands at different heights and change the area of the stretch. After you become familiar with this stretch it is possible to really stretch the spine. A great stretch to do if you have been slumping in the upper back and shoulders all day. This stretch will take some of the kinks out of a tired upper back.

Find a stretch that you can hold for at least thirty seconds. Gradually increase the time you hold the stretches.

The top of the refrigerator or a file cabinet are good to use for this stretch. Do this stretch slowly. It can be done practically anywhere—all it takes is a little thought and some doing.

To increase and change the area of the stretch in another way, bring one leg behind and to the side of you as you lean in the direction of where the leg was originally. This will stretch those hard to reach areas of the upper body.

A great way to stretch out tired or sore legs is to stretch them in a bathtub of warm water. With legs straight (this might not be possible for everyone), slowly bend at the waist until you feel a slight stretch in the back of your legs. Relax at this slight, or easy stretch. The warm water will help your legs feel good. Hold the stretch for at least fifty to sixty seconds. Be relaxed while you stretch. Concentrate on slow, rhythmical breathing.

Editors note: This article is reprinted from STRETCHING by Bob Anderson, professional stretching consultant available through the mail. See ad page 47 of this issue.
"I'm not even thinking!"

The fact that so many players find themselves saying those words so often after missing an easy or a crucial shot is a testimony to the importance of the ability to concentrate in racquetball. Sometimes we concentrate automatically. We don't even realize that we're concentrating or failing to concentrate. But when we lose the close ones, it's often because we failed to concentrate; and likewise an increase in concentration on a given day can supply us with the winning edge.

On those days when everything seems to be going right—when our game is really "on"—a close analysis will often reveal that our sudden proficiency is really nothing but the result of heightened concentration.

This article is about concentration in racquetball. It deals with ways to concentrate more effectively and with the benefits of concentrating effectively. This article will maintain that racquetball is played most effectively when the player concentrates effectively all the time on what he is doing. This does not mean that I am going to recommend that everyone immediately stop playing racquetball the way he or she now plays the game and start thinking alot more during the game. That's not it at all. Quite the contrary, many of you already play quite effectively primarily because you already concentrate effectively. In that case, the effect of this article will be to help you understand yourself better while you play and to remediate those specific shortcomings in concentration which you occasionally do encounter.

An analogy will be helpful. You cannot hold an intelligent conversation or watch a good TV show effectively without concentrating on what you are doing; and to the extent that you concentrate effectively you will hold a better conversation or enjoy the show more. This does not mean that if you are already enjoying your conversation or show you should stop doing so and start concentrating. However, if you would discover defects in your ability as a conversationalist or if you were not getting as much out of the TV show as you really should, then a systematic attempt at learning to concentrate would be helpful. The same is true of racquetball. When you play well, you are already concentrating effectively. But when you make mistakes, a systematic attempt at concentration will help you improve your game.

How To Concentrate More Effectively

A basic principle of psychology is that human beings can concentrate on only one thing at a time. You can give the appearance of concentrating on more than one thing at a time, but what you are actually doing is switching back and forth rapidly between two different things. In addition, when you try to concentrate on two things at one time (when you pull the switching-back-and-forth routine) you are more likely to succeed at this if the two things you try to concentrate on are quite different. If they are nearly identical, you don't have a chance.

Let's take a non-racquetball example first. Have you ever tried to pay attention to two children at the same time? If they have both very similar voices and are talking about very similar subjects, the result is chaos. This is because you're switching back and forth and have become confused because of the similarity. But if one has a deep voice and one a high-pitched voice, and one is talking about baseball while the other talks about arithmetic, it's quite possible to switch back and forth. Likewise, I can read a psychology textbook while I watch a football game and enjoy both. But if I read the account of one football game while I watch another, I get confused. Now let's look at racquetball. The psychological theory means that if you
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want to play better racquetball, you should concentrate on one thing at a time. The more specific the skill is that you decide to concentrate on, the more likely it will be that you will succeed in your effort to develop that skill. It’s easier to concentrate on something specific. So make a plan, and make it specific. Don’t decide “I’m going to get the next point” or “I’ve gotta stop him now!” If what you want is a pep talk, such exhortations might do the trick. But if you are actually making a mistake and want to correct that error, you have to make a specific plan instead. The specific plan could be extremely specific (isolated to a single activity) such as the following:

I’m going to watch the ball until I actually hit it.
I’m going to bring my arm up on the backhand.
I’m going to follow through.
I’m going to start my move to the center as soon as I hit the ball.

The specific plan can also be negative, as long as it’s specific:
I’m going to stop “running around” shots that I should take with my backhand.
I’m going to stop drifting back after my serve.

Or the specific plan could involve more complex skills:
I’m going to look for a chance to hit a side-wall kill shot.
If he serves to the left, I’m going to return it with a cross-court ceiling shot.

The point is, you have to isolate a single, specific idea to concentrate on. In Developing Racquetball Skills Ottis Campbell and I suggest numerous examples of such specific skills.

A good idea is to use your own errors as a signal to make a plan. When most players lose a point because of an error, they either pound the wall with their fist, call themselves “stupid,” or just become vaguely upset. A much better idea is to immediately identify what it is you did wrong and then make a plan to improve. For example, if you have just lost the point because you took your eye off the ball, don’t just yell, “You stupid idiot!” Instead say to yourself, “Keep your eye on the ball!” If you do this, then during the next exchange you’ll be better able to concentrate on keeping your eye on the ball and more likely to improve.

A good time to decide what to concentrate on is between exchanges — while preparing to serve or while waiting to return the serve. More detailed plans can be made during time-outs or between games. Then you can review aspects of the detailed plan between serves.

What happens to things you’re not concentrating on? Actually, you are switching back and forth between two things: (1) the skill you chose to focus on, and (2) “everything else.” In a sense this is another way of saying that you “go on automatic” with regard to everything else.

Concentrating On More Than One Skill
As noted above, while it is not possible to concentrate on two things simultaneously, it is possible to switch back and forth quickly between two or more things. This rapid switching process works better if the two things are somewhat different. Such switching of objects of concentration is possible and indeed desirable in racquetball. The more similar the two skills are, however, the more likely it will be that you will get confused and not concentrate on either.

It is especially easy and desirable to have more than one thing to concentrate on when the various skills occur sequentially rather than simultaneously in the course of the game. For example, it is hard to concentrate simultaneously on (1) gripping the racquet correctly, (2) keeping your eye on the ball, and (3) deciding whether to go for the kill or passing shot. The reason this is difficult is because you have to do all these things at one time; and so it would be better to focus on one of them and put the others on “automatic.” However during a single exchange it is possible to concentrate on (1) returning the drive serve with a cross-court ceiling return, (2) moving toward the center of the court after the return, and (3) gripping the racquet correctly. The reason this is easier is because they are performed one at a time; and you can concentrate on one, perform what you are concentrating on and then concentrate on the next.

A key time when players fail to concentrate is on the opponent’s return of their serve. They know where they want to serve the ball, but then they drift aimlessly into the exchange when the opponent returns the serve. The key here is to make two plans while you’re getting ready to serve. You say to yourself something like this: “I’m going to hit a hard drive serve to his left. While doing this I’m going to concentrate on snapping my wrist while I hit the serve. Once the ball is in play, I’m going to concentrate on watching my opponent so that I can more effectively anticipate his shots.”

In this case, the player is concentrating on two things (snapping the wrist while serving and watching the opponent), but he is doing them successively rather than simultaneously. He is going to concentrate on snapping his wrist while he’s serving (he’ll do the rest of the serve “automatically”), and once the ball has been served he will stop concentrating on snapping his wrist and instead concentrate on watching his opponent.

By concentrating on several skills systematically and effectively in this manner, a player develops a wide variety of skills. If on one play or on one series of plays I concentrate on watching my opponent in order to anticipate his moves, I can subsequently stop focusing on that skill and instead focus on moving my arm back correctly when I take my backhand shot. While I am concentrating on the backhand arm movement, I am going to be practicing my skills of watching my opponent and performing it better even though I am not consciously focusing on it. That’s just the way the brain works.

Some Problems in Concentration
There’s such a thing as thinking too much in racquetball. Some players become too analytical and spend all their playing time concentrating and no time executing. They might make good philosophers, but they make poor players. In such cases, what’s usually happening is that the player has his mind too cluttered up. He’s trying to think of too many things and winds up thinking about nothing. In many cases, the principles discussed in this article will help; find one basic thing to concentrate on and go after that. In other cases a systematic attempt to “stop thinking and just play” will work. Paradoxically, you’re concentrating on not concentrating!

Don’t feel that you’re supposed to become some sort of concentrating machine — a computer on the racquetball court. If you play the game with intensity, you’ll concentrate automatically. Make specific efforts to concentrate on skills only when you want to practice a new skill, or when you are having trouble with a skill. During most games you should be concentrating on strategy. If you are constantly looking for chances to pounce on the ball and do something mean with it, you’ll find this is not a burden. Such concentration results in more wins and greater enjoyment.

When an early game in a match is hopelessly lost, you can often use the remainder of the game to develop your own concentration skills for the next game in the match. If I’m down 15-7, and everything is going badly in the first (continued on page 46)
Serving to Win

By Dr. Victor I. Spear

There is an almost infinite variety of serve possibilities based on subtle changes in speed, height, angle and serving position. Keep an open mind to other possibilities, and don't be afraid to try a new one once in a while.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON SERVING

1. Every serve should be delivered with full concentration in an effort to draw a poor return, winning the point on the next shot. Good serves also allow very few point-stealing kill shots on the return.

2. The importance of having a right-side serving game to augment the usual left-corner serves cannot be overemphasized. Consider the following:
   a. The greater the variety, the more difficult each serve becomes.
   b. The player never has a chance to become grooved on the tempo of any serve.
   c. The player is probably not accustomed to very many right-side serves. (Watch the forehand kill shot specialist fall over in a state of shock when you begin serving to the right side!)
   d. You will occasionally uncover a glaring weakness in his returns on one of these serves (i.e. the Z-serve to the right corner.)
   e. The short corner serve to the right is very effective against a tired player near the end of a long match.
   f. You must have these serves in your bag, anyway, to use against a left-handed opponent.

3. It must be conceded that right-side serves are more risky, being delivered, in general, to your opponent's strength. Greater accuracy is called for. You may get away with a minor error served to the left, but the same error on the right side is more likely to result in a quick loss of point.

4. Keep your opponent's most recent error in mind when you select your next serve. Most players tend to overcompensate for the error, and this human tendency can be capitalized to your advantage. For example, if he has just made an error in judgment by allowing a Z-serve to the left to die at his feet off the back wall by not moving up and hitting the ball soon enough, he is likely to move up on the next one. Why not sharpen the angle on the same serve so as to hit the side-wall further forward, and jam him from his intent?

5. You haven't truly completed the act of serving until you have made your first move toward your next position to anticipate his return. Discipline yourself to think of this before serving. Don't leave yourself open to simple pot shots and painful surprises. This leads us to the next subject.

THE MAJOR SERVES OF RACQUETBALL

1. Low drive to the corner from center court.

(continued on page 19)
John Newcombe doesn't play racquetball in tennis shoes. Why do you?

Or are you one of those still playing in basketball sneakers? Either way, you're selling yourself short.

Let's look at it this way; nobody moves around in tennis shoes better than a champion like John Newcombe. But even he needs a special shoe when he leaves the grass, clay and asphalt tennis courts for the hardwood floors of racquetball.

They can give you much better traction, with a suction tread gum rubber sole that grips so well you can practically scale the walls. They wear longer because of the double-stitched top grain leather, canvas or composition uppers and durable toe overlays. And they feel better because of a contoured anatomical footbed and heel counter.

In Lotto's you'll move quicker and feel lighter on your feet. Ask to see all five Lotto racquetball models for men and women. It's the better way to go...and stop...and go...

Great racquetball shoes.

Lotto-Newk U.S.A., Inc.,
San Antonio, Texas 78216
A division of Program Tennis Service
This serve should be hit low and sharply, so as to barely reach the back wall crotch before the second bounce. If the serve carries too deeply and comes up off the back wall, it may be a kill shot opportunity for a good shooter. If your opponent tends to move up on this one, angle it more widely, so as to hit the side wall before he gets to it. (Dia. 1)

2. Lob serve to the corner from center court.

This serve is designed to hit the side wall deep in the back court, so as to rebound falling to the back wall with nothing left on it. It requires a very delicate touch with superior accuracy. The margin of error is very slim, compared to the above. If it's just a fraction off, it can be transformed from a difficult serve to an easy set-up. This is one serve to be abandoned if you are having trouble with accurate placement. (Dia. 2)

3. "Short corner" serve to the left from center or right center court.

This is, of course, a misnomer, because the target is not actually a corner. The "corner" refers to the angle made by the short line and the side wall crotch. This is one of the rare examples of trying to get the serve in for a quick ace. It is a low driving serve designed to almost "crack out" just barely over the service line. To have any hope of success on this serve, the ball must be struck at a very low point, just above the floor. The margin of error is small here, but if you miss, you are better off missing short, thereby getting a second chance to serve. If you miss long or high, the ball comes back to the center for an easy set-up. This serve can be a game winner against a tired player at the end of a match. (Dia. 3)

4. Z-serves to the left corner from left center court.

This serve should be hit low and sharply so as to reach the side wall deep into the back court about waist high, and die into the back wall with a lot of down spin. The key to this serve is the depth of the side wall contact. If it comes in shallow, the receiver can move up and hit a cross-court pass. If it comes in too deep and rebounds off the back wall, it may be a set-up kill shot for a good shooter. (Dia. 4)

5. Z-serves to the right corner from right center court.

Same comments as for serve #4. This can be a surprisingly effective serve if consistently well-placed against a player who isn't accustomed to it, even if he is a good forehand shooter. (Dia. 5)
6. High bounce overhead Z-serve to left corner from left center court.

This serve can be delivered in various ways so as to hit either side wall or back wall first and give rise to unusual spins. At times it may come off the side wall directly parallel with the back wall, as an ideal Z-ball does in regular play. (The only reply to this, of course, is to cut it off short before it hits the side wall.)

7. "Wallpaper" serve to the left corner from the left edge.

This serve is delivered as a soft high lob which just barely misses the left wall throughout its entire course. Some players can drive you nuts with this serve, but it is very difficult to execute, and there is always the danger of hitting the side wall before the front wall which results in loss of serve. (Diag. 6)

8. "Garbage" serve to the left from center court.

This is a lob serve without the high arc. It is delivered very softly at about shoulder height, so as to bounce about four feet past the service line, and then reach the back wall in a softly descending arc. Corner direction is not crucial. Its primary purpose is to prevent a kill shot return. If served correctly, there is an opportunity for the receiver to strike the ball below the waist. A ceiling shot return can be expected.

Seamco 444’s now available through the IRA office

ORDER FROM:
INTERNATIONAL RACQUETBALL ASSOCIATION
2076 UNION AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104

Policy:
1. All orders are on a pre-paid basis only.
2. Balls are packed six dozen to a case and must be ordered in case lots
3. Cost: $72 per case ($12/dz. plus shipping)
4. We have the balls in stock and your order will be filled immediately upon receipt of payment.

Order Blank
Shipping Address

City__________________ State__________ Zip__________

Please send______ cases of Seamco 444’s (balls are packed 6 dz./case (36 cans) at $72 per case.
International Racquetball Association
2076 Union Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104
Notes for referees
by Leonard Marks

A good referee makes a match between good players better. A good referee makes a match between ordinary players good. A bad referee will spoil any match regardless of the quality of the players. Since we all play racquetball for the enjoyment the game provides us, it goes without saying that a competent referee enhances our enjoyment of the game. It is, therefore, incumbent upon all of us to strive to be the very best referee we possibly can. Listed, herewith, are the “rules” a good referee should follow.

CALLS

1) All calls should be made sharp and loud.
2) Calls should be made fast. (Caution, do not anticipate).
3) Calls should be consistent.
4) Your instructions to the players should always be made on the court regardless of how many times you might have refereed a match between the same players. Proceed as follows:

INSTRUCTIONS TO PLAYERS

a) Introduction
   Introduce yourself to the players

b) Explanation
   Explain how you intend to call the match stressing that you insist that they permit their opponent(s) a free, unimpeded and uninhibited swing at the ball. A free and unimpeded path to the ball and a clear view of the ball after it leaves the front wall. Failure to do so will result in your calling an avoidable hinder.

c) Judgement Calls
   Body contact or a ball through the legs are not necessarily hinder calls. This is your judgment and you would not want to take away a player’s obvious set-up just because the players happened to brush against each other during the course of play. You will only call a hinder when you feel that the contact has interfered with the player’s best shot.

(continued on page 42)
Why I designed a superb court panel

Just as every player strives for consistency, so are his demands for court playability. That's why I designed a superb court panel.

Being a player and an owner of court clubs, I designed the M-M Panel with the player and owner in mind.

M-M Panel plays just like concrete. Every bounce is true. I tried to make the ball bounce different than concrete, but it was super. And, the new insulating, sound-deadening properties are the state-of-the-art.

For the court owner, M-M Panel has put together playability, durability, aesthetics, convertibility and minimal maintenance all in one system. The results are great savings in money over a long period of time.

The pros and I accept the panel as the playing surface of the future. Here is a panel system which will revolutionize court construction at a level everybody can afford.

Call or write M-M Court Systems today!

For the best panel, the best price and the best consulting service, call or write now.

M-M Court Systems

2160 Fletcher Parkway  San Diego, California 92020  714/449-1779
TEACHING KIDS THE FUN WAY!

By Ruth Knudsen McGovern
Women's Pro and Program Director at Santana Courts Racquetball Club, Santa Ana, California.

Have you ever gone on the court with a kid and tried to show them how to play racquetball? No, I don't mean a 15 or 16 year old. I mean an under 12 year old kid. Most people give up out of total frustration after a few minutes. The comment most commonly heard is: "It takes more patience than I've got to teach that kid how to play racquetball!" When an adult tries to teach a kid, they often approach it in the same manner as teaching an adult. This approach will never work since a kid does not have the attention span to listen while someone explains and demonstrates. Furthermore, because of the size difference, a little one can not possibly do things the same way as an adult. Have you ever looked at how big a 4 1/2" grip is in the hands of a ten year old? Comparably, a ten year old playing with an average size and weight racquetball racquet would be like an adult playing with the heaviest tennis racquet you can find. The 20'x20'x40' racquetball court in the eyes of a four foot high kid would be the same as a six foot man playing in a 30'x30'x60' court. That's pretty big! So, it's no wonder that the approach to teaching kids must be different than the approach used to teach adults.

When working with young kids, start with equipment first. It is often hard to find an adequate racquet without making a major investment. A parent's hand-me-down racquet is not the answer. Some racquets can be lightened and shortened, and some can have the handle size reduced. Any adjustments will be greatly appreciated by the kids. The next biggest problem I've noticed with kids equipment is shoes. Adults wouldn't go on the court to play in running-type shoes with a built up heel, or wear shoes that don't fit. If too big kids are forced into wearing this kind of shoe because it is the only kind they have. Shoes don't need to be expensive, but they should be adequate for the sport. Shirts don't seem to be much of a problem. Any T-shirt will do as long as it is not too big. No kid should be allowed to wear blue jeans or cut-offs on the court either. This type of pants do not allow the freedom of movement needed in racquetball. Now that they're equipped, let's get them on the court and play racquetball.

From the time kids are able to walk, they are fascinated with catching, chasing and throwing balls. By the time a pre-schooler reaches two years old, he can understand what racquetball is especially when his parents are involved in the sport. So, why not let them play. Racquets are not necessary. Little ones love to go on the court and play with the balls - the more the better. This is great for their coordination and their hand-eye movements. Besides, a court makes a great play pen. If your club has child care, encourage them to let the kids go on the court and play for a few minutes everyday. You'd be surprised how much they'll love it. If this is not possible, parents can find a few minutes of their court time during the week to let their kids play "racquetball."

Once a little one reaches five years old and is ready for school, he is also ready to play big-time racquetball. From there the road of progress is only upward. With each passing year they are capable of performing more and harder skills. As long as their progress is made fun, they will continue to love racquetball as much as they did when they started. I've found kids are very satisfying to teach as long as you approach it from the right direction. Kids don't respond real well in a private situation. Semi-private is better, but groups seem to work best. Six per group seems to be an optimum number especially if you have two courts available for the session. The kids will want to spend most of their time playing games. But, we all know drilling is the best way to improve. So, why not make drilling fun — make it a game. Here are some ideas which I have found to be successful:

Forehand and Backhand Straight in Drills:

Put two parallel lines across the front wall of your court. (Masking tape works very well.) The first line should be about a foot to eighteen inches above the floor. The second line should be a foot to eighteen inches above the first line. Have the kids stand somewhere behind the short line, distance depending on the size of the kids. Have them hit ten forehand shots trying to get the ball as low as possible. If the ball hits below the first line they get three points. If it hits between the two lines they get two points. If it hits above the top line they get one point. Side wall first or floor first scores zero.

Keep a scorecard and compare their score week by week. Repeat the same drill with the backhand. Do not spend a lot of time worrying about how they are hitting the ball. Just make sure they are holding the racquet right and aren't doing anything drastically wrong. You can use these same targets to practice backwall shooting. Have someone throw the ball off the backwall and the kids can hit it at the target. Do it both forehand and backhand keeping score the same way. With the older kids someone can hit the ball so it comes off the back wall. Older kids may also use these targets to practice bringing down ceiling balls. Have someone hit a short ceiling ball, the kids hit it aiming at the targets. Again, the score may be kept the same way.
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Shot Drills:
With really little people, it is good if they can even get the ball past the short line. Have them take turns hitting ten serves. They get a point every time they get the ball past the short line. By the time the kids reach about ten years old, they are ready to start hitting good straight and Z-serves. Once they learn the Z-serve they get deadly with it since most kids have problems returning it. A good practice drill is to make a square with tape in the back corners. Make the square about four feet from the side wall and five feet from the back wall. When they serve, have them try to keep the second bounce inside the box. Give them a point for each successful serve attempted. Use the same targets for ceiling drills. Give them two points if the ball lands in the box on the second bounce after hitting the ceiling first. Give them one point if it lands in the box on the second bounce hitting the ceiling after the front wall. Passing shots may be practiced by having them practice down-the-line and cross-court passes aiming to hit the box on the second bounce. Again, give them a point for each successful attempt. Ceiling and passing shots should be practiced equally with forehand and backhand even though the kids will groove every time they have to hit their backhand shots. It is also a good idea to have the kids practice returning the serves and ceiling balls since these are shots most kids have a lot of trouble with.

Corner Shot Drills:
When the kids are ready to start working on strategy it is time to start drilling corner shots. Because of their size, kids have to play deeper in the court than adults do, so all the shots don't just fly over their heads. Anyone who can accurately hit the corners will end a lot of rallies early. For a good basic drill, extend the lines used in the basic forehand and backhand drills around the corners about two feet. From just behind the short line have them aim at the corners. If they hit below the bottom line side wall first they get six points, front wall first is five points. Between the two lines, side wall first is four points, front wall first is three points. Above the top line, side wall first is two points, front wall first is one point. No points are given if the ball hits the floor before the front wall or after hitting the side wall before hitting the front wall. This drill should be practiced with both forehand and backhand in each corner. For bigger and more advanced kids, a straight corner kill may be practiced by making a target in the corner. A one foot square may be put on the front wall next to the side wall. Another square is put around the first, one foot away. They get three points for hitting the smallest square, two points for hitting between the two squares, and one point for hitting outside the larger square. Skip balls or side wall shots score zero. This again should be practiced on both the forehand and backhand sides.

Footwork Drills:
Kids enjoy running around and it helps get some of their energy out especially when they're tired of drilling. Make two marks on the floor. Have one-on-one races and relays running forward and backward and sliding sideways between the two marks.

Kids won't drill long before they start begging to play. No matter how young they are, they want to play racquetball. With the really little ones, the game looks more like golf than racquetball but they love it! Kids also really enjoy playing doubles. This allows their rallies to last longer and makes them more fun. You don't need to worry about the kids getting hurt. They give each other lots of room because they don't want to get hit. They also watch the ball better than most of the adults I've seen playing. If you have a group of kids on one court, you may play a game where the winner of the rally serves and the loser goes to the end of the line. The kids like playing this almost as much as playing singles.
How to find investment security in a racquetball court.

Protect yourself. Don't invest in racquetball construction which may cost less today but which falls apart in a year or so. Talk to us. We provide complete consultation services, answer all your questions and help you plan your investment so you and your partners know what's going on and what to expect every step of the way.

Best of all, Bauer Frampton offers the world's premier court system, built with famous Frampton F-62-SP court panels and nationally recognized Skill Court floors. Bauer Frampton also provides ceiling and total lighting and glass capability. You can find investment security and high profit return from your racquetball courts when you let Bauer Frampton build your courts and help plan your project. Call or write for complete information.

Bauer Frampton

J. Bauer Corporation • 10807 Lyndon Avenue • Detroit, Michigan 48238 • (313) 935-3400
Racquetball on Television

Potential or Pipedream

by Leonard Marks

There is much talk in racquetball circles regarding the imminent prospect of regularly, commercially televised racquetball. In preparation, plans are being made, professionals are banding together and racquetball organizations are researching ways to get in on the ground floor of this new sports “phenomenon.” Racquetballers, everywhere, feel, and justifiably so, that ours is the sport whose

Barry Frank, an executive with CBS, was recently quoted as saying, “We program for the public. Programs such as Superstars and Challenge of the Sexes, would not be aired unless a lot of people wanted to see them. In the final analysis, the television business is strictly a ratings game.”

Golf, tennis, bowling and even fishing are on TV because enough people are interested in viewing them. By their numbers, these people have created the demand necessary for the networks to show these events. The greatest number of persons viewing a sporting event on television are those who either play the game or have some direct exposure to that game. Their interest is that of learning — in that they can pick up pointers from the professionals — or vicarious, in which case, they are the professional. This interest is almost certainly intensified when vast sums of money are involved. And I might add here, that large amounts of money are involved because of the great amount of public interest.

Accurate numbers are difficult to determine especially when an actual box office count is unavailable. However, estimates are available. Golf is estimated to have some eighteen million players; tennis, about twenty-five million; and supposedly some forty to fifty million people wet a line fishing at one time or another. The figures given for bowling approximate sixty million, although there are only ten million bowlers who belong to a registered organization. These sports certainly have the numbers. Racquetball, depending on who is putting forth the stats, supposedly has anywhere from two to five million participants and has a growth potential put forth at some twenty million within the very near future. We definitely do have the numbers. Do we have the game?

Suppose we examine some other sports shown regularly, such as boxing, auto racing and horse racing, and see what makes them click. They are not participant sports such as golf etc., but they are readily visible on television. Well each of those sports have something else going for them. Horse racing is in a class by itself and is most generally shown at the broach time and, most often, the audience is a direct result of press hyping. Besides, we have all, at one time or another, wagered a bob or two on some nags nose, and who among us hasn’t seen a movie or two built around the Sport of Kings? That’s where the audience interest has been created.

Boxing and auto racing are crowd grabbers because they contain elements of surprise and danger. As many times as I have tried and failed to get involved in watching auto racing on television, I’ve come to the conclusion that its main attraction is the audience’s anticipation of a resounding smash-up. Have you ever noticed that previews of this sport always focus on the accidents? Boxing, similarly, has the same elements of surprise and danger. As one sided as a contest may be, there is always the possibility that one lucky punch can turn defeat into victory. Suspense is prevalent and thus attracts the audience.

Mention should be made of televised sports such as skiing, skating and the like, but most generally these are part of the contrived sport package and interest in these activities has been engendered by the vast numbers of people who take part in those sports. Make no mistake, they are televised because people want to see them. They are an attractive package — is racquetball? Let’s take a look.

By the time you read this, racquetball will have been televised on, at least, two occasions. Both were on public television, not commercial television. I might say that PBS almost has to air programs supplied them since they are government subsidized. Costs involved are mostly generally borne by civic minded individuals, foundations or corporations. It hardly is a case of programming in response to audience demand. The first showing of our game was November 27, 1977. Look at the results.

(continued on page 35)
WE PUT IT ALL TOGETHER FOR YOU

Are You Building New Squash, Handball, Racquetball and Paddleball Courts? Revamping or Repairing Your Old Ones?

NEVER A FAILURE!
OUR P-62 HI-DENSITY LAMINATED PLASTIC PANEL SYSTEM COMES WITH OUR FAMOUS DOUBLE GUARANTEE!

LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS
No Cracking or Chipping and No Painting Ever. A Mild Soap and Water Cleaning is All That is Ever Needed. No Wall Sweating.

A Total Court Package for Every Need!
For Further Details Call or Write:

WORLD COURTS, INC.
554 MAIN STREET, DEPT. R
S. WEYMOUTH, MASS. 02190
Phone (617) 337-0082
"We know from our information that thousands of business people are taking racquetball breaks" during the day to rid themselves of tensions that destroy their ability to work effectively," Grimes says. "Each person sets an individual playing pattern. Some prefer to play before getting to the office while others play during lunch or immediately after work, but the results are the same — a better frame of mind."

Dr. Poppel is adamant that the balance between a healthy body and a healthy mind is not stressed fully enough in today's society. This is especially true, he says, in schools, where the emphasis is too often placed only on competitive sports and not on sports as a means of rounding out the individual.

"I hope American teaching pros will take the integrated approach to teaching racquetball and not just concentrate on the mechanical aspects of the sport," Poppel says. "If they take the time to emphasize the beneficial psychological aspects of the game, it will be an activity of greater value to their students."

Speaking of students, Poppel teaches psychology to some 800 medical students per year. He tries to play squash with as many of them as possible during a semester to teach his healthy body—healthy mind concept firsthand and to emphasize just how important a regular physical fitness regimen will be to them and to their patients in the years to come.

Poppel received his doctorate in psychology, physiology and philosophy from the University of Innsbruck, Austria, in 1968. He later served as a research associate in the Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry in Munich, where he specialized in work on the neural aspects of behavior and on depression.

He also was chairman of Germany's Research Committee of Medical Psychologists and a research associate in the Department of Psychology and Brain Science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

As a thoroughly trained and experienced observer of people, Poppel has made a study of how various national groups tend to play squash and says these characteristics would transfer directly over to their performances on the racquetball court. The English, he says, are rather static, pleasant competitors who don't let their stereo-typed regard for breeding and tradition interfere with their desire to win, while Americans are compulsive players who get carried away when they play and work hard at their game.

And Germans?
"I think they're the worst, even wilder than the Americans . . . tough, tough competitors," Poppel said, adding that behavior patterns in sports performances among any national group tend to heavily reflect a country's entire education process and its wider social value system.

No matter what nationality you are, though, Poppel says the only way to maximize the generalization effect of racquetball on the total being — the reduction of tension and worry and the positive, "it's-good-to-be-alive" feeling that replaces them after a game — is to enjoy the little rituals it offers.

"The conversation that precedes the game as well as that which follows it is important, but courtesy is critical. You'll not benefit by playing against a discourteous companion or by acting that way yourself."

"You'll soon learn to drop whatever aggression is in you before you step onto the court because you'll find that if you get mad at yourself for missing a shot, that self-directed anger will only make you play worse."

"Most of all, as your basic playing skills increase, you'll come to appreciate the aesthetics of the game. Once you've reached that stage, you'll be deriving maximum benefit from racquetball," Poppel says. "From that point on, the more time you spend on the court, the further away you'll stay from the couch."

Racquetball could replace psychotherapy for 70 to 80 percent of all patients now in treatment and might achieve significantly better results in most cases.

That's the opinion of Dr. Ernst Poppel, a noted German psychologist of Medical Psychology at Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich.

Poppel is an avid squash player who firmly believes that strenuous physical exercise is usually better salve for the psyche than the psychiatrist's couch. He sampled racquetball on a recent visit to the United States and the game, he says, is just what the doctor ordered . . . or should order.

"Too many people now in therapy don't really belong there," Poppel says. "They have fallen into the habit of becoming therapy groupies."

"Their problems aren't really serious enough to warrant the treatment they subject themselves to and they'd get much more benefit from racquetball than from psychiatric guidance."

Only a small fraction of the population really have problems which are serious enough to require psychoanalysis, Poppel feels, and for individuals in this category, sessions with a trained practitioner are valid and necessary. "But I hold the very controversial opinion that psychiatry and related forms of therapy have in many instances become big business," he adds, "and are seen by too many people as the answer for every problem. This is not so. There are alternatives and racquetball is a valid one."

Poppel likens the human psychological makeup of a series of buckets of water. Sometimes the buckets are brimming and one more drop — in human terms, another problem, an angry encounter or the like — causes them to spill over. An individual's "emotional water" can be kept at a safe level through a regular program of strenuous but emotionally satisfying physical exercise.

"Racquetball goes beyond just being a good workout," Poppel says. "It provides social interaction and gives the player an immediate reward because it's easy to learn and he or she can play a real game the first time on the court."

"There's also a richness of movement to the game that is beneficial. Players are forced to run, jump, turn and dodge quickly. There's no boring body pattern such as you'll find in jogging where it's one foot after the other, hour upon hour."

Just a short time on the court will uncork your emotional springs to the point where you'll be a better worker and a happier, healthier person in general, Poppel maintains.

By Jerry Hilecher
Pennsylvania State Chairman

Denny Onkotz

The Pennsylvania Racquetball Association is pleased to announce the election at the Pennsylvania State Championships of Denny Onkotz as State I.R.A. Chairman. Denny brings with him a full athletic career as a high school All American football player, Penn State’s first two time All American football player and professional football with the New York Jets. Since retiring from football, Denny got involved in Racquetball at Penn State. Denny has been instrumental in the phenomenal growth of Racquetball in Pennsylvania. He has taken a leadership role in the running of the Nittany Lion Open as well as the Pennsylvania State Championships. Denny, along with the 200 strong Nittany Lion Racquetball Club, and with nine Board of Directors, promises to continue to make Pennsylvania one of the strongest Racquetball states in the country. Denny is a successful insurance agent in State College, Pennsylvania and resides in Boalsburg, Pennsylvania with his attractive wife, Diane, and his beautiful daughters, Dana and Gretchen.

Local Winners National Juniors Program

Women's A
1. Lynn Geibetsberger
2. Lesia Collins

Women's B
1. Janice Bose
2. Martha Roberson

Juniors
1. Pat Sheehan
2. Chris Lane

Sun Oaks Racquet Club — Redding, Cal.
17 boys — Greg Butt
15 boys — Gary Butt
12 boys — Scott Gaston
17 girls — Staclyn Corley
15 girls — Mona Mook
12 girls — Lisa Anthony

J.C.D. — St. Louis, Mo.
17 boys — Doug Cohen
15 boys — John Klearman
12 boys — Dave Gross
17 girls — Sherry Gross
15 girls — Linda Hogan

Vancouver, B.C.
17 boys — Wendell Jalaber
15 boys — Adam Katz
12 boys — Robbie Katz

Supreme Courts West — Wichita, Kansas
15 boys — Craig Smith
12 boys — Darin Grimes
17 girls — Diane Brittain

Racquetime — Lexington, Kentucky
17 boys — Frank Pruitt
15 boys — Steve Bednar
12 boys — Chris Schindlee
17 girls — Eileen Ernst

Y.M.C.A. — Amarillo, Texas
17 boys — Tim Pace

Penna. State Championships

Penn. State University
Open Singles
1. Russ Montegue
2. Tom Ranker
Woman’s Singles
1. Elaine Lee
2. Lucy Zarfox
Masters Singles
1. Bobby Ezor
2. Al Shattner
B Singles
1. Tom Chimola
2. Nick Claudy
Open Doubles
1. Guinter — Ranker
2. Willey — Onkotz
Woman’s Doubles
1. Lee — Weaver
2. Musewieg — Pettinato
Juniors
1. Chris Matthewson
2. Mitch Buckler
Seniors
1. Joel Babkes
2. Dick Cuneo

I.R.A. INTERCOLLEGIATES
Courthouse I — Marietta, Georgia
Men’s
1st — Memphis State University
2nd — Texas University
3rd — Southern Ill.
4th — Penn. State University
Woman’s
1st — Memphis State University
2nd — Auburn

EKTELON/PONY/I.R.A. JUNIOR TOURNAMENT

DATES RESCHEDULED
To better facilitate the anticipated number of Junior participants in the Ektelon/Pony/I.R.A. Juniors program and avoid conflicts with the International Regionals and National Tournament, the dates for the Junior Regionals have been moved to June 9 through 11, 1978 except in St. Louis. St. Louis will hold their Regionals for our Junior Program on June 16-18, 1978.

The National Juniors Ektelon/Pony/I.R.A. Tournament will be held July 14 through 16 at The Sports Illustrated Court Club in Detroit, Lansing.
1978 Spring Tournaments

April 14-16
Southern Tier Classic
Eric Hardy Tournament Director
Binghampton, N.Y.

Down East Court Club
Falmouth Maine
Tournament Director Kevin York

Oklahoma State Championships
Tournament Director — V.Z. Lawton
Court House, Inc.
622 North Berry Rd.
Norman, OK 73069
405/364-1666

Iowa State Singles
John Krueger
1033 Decathlon Dr.
Waterloo, IA 50704

2nd Annual Music City Racquetball Tournament
Tournament Director Larry Duncan
YMCA
1000 Church St.
Nashville, TN 37203
615/254-0631

April 28-30
New Mexico State Championships
Supreme Courts and Racquet Club
Albuquerque, N.M.

2nd Annual Wheeling Open
Wheeling, West Virginia
Kevin Beeker
304-277-3640

May 4-7
IRA Colorado State Championship
Denver Sporting House
Contact Bob Klass
303/629-3145

May 5-7
USRA Minnesota State Championship
Rochester, Minnesota
Dr. Fred Banfield — 612/835-6515

May 6-7
Memphis City Doubles
Center Courts
Tournament Director — Jack Fulton
901/454-1125
Memphis, Tennessee 38128
2965 Summer Avenue

May 12-14
Franklin Racquet Club
Jim Easterling

May 14-16
Aquatennial
Kings Court Roseville
Tuck Peterson

May 19-21
Wisconsin State Doubles
Supreme Court — Madison, WI
Joe Wirkus

Northwest Invitation
Ron Strom
Northwest Racquet & Swim Club
612/636-5615

May 26-29
Dennis Wood
USRA Michigan State Championships
517/882-8789
Lansing, MI

June 17-24
Gil Schmitt — 312/673-4000
NRC National At Lemon Tree in Bellefontaine
MI

August 1-6
NRC Junior Nationals
King of Prussia, PA

I.R.A. Regional Sites
MIDWEST
His and Hers Racquetball Club
St. Louis, MO

MID ATLANTIC
Capitol Courts
Sterling, VA

SOUTHWEST
Racquettime
Oklahoma City, OK

WESTERN
Kings Racquetball Court
Westminster, CA

NORTHEAST
Racquetball International
Burlington, MA

NORTHERN
Bridge Kourt Racquet Court
Neenah, WI

SOUTHERN
Center Courts
Memphis, Tennessee

EKTELEON/PONY/I.R.A.
Junior Regional Sites
DETROIT, MI
Sports Illustrated Court Club
Tournament Director: Jim Cloud
315 Turwill Lane
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
616-382-4111

DENVER, COLORADO
Montbello Sporting House
4780 Oakland
Denver, CO
Tournament Director: Bob Klass
303-372-4550

RACQUETBALL

Cedardale boasts 10 brand new racquetball courts, most of which have a full glass back wall which gave ideal viewing for all the spectators. What everyone clearly saw was the making of twelve State Champions in some of the most exciting games seen in the Bay State.

In the Men's Open, Mike McDonough seemed like a man in a hurry as he disposed of Lincoln MacDonald (31-16), Gerry Cassidy (15-6-15-3), and finally the tournament's second seed, Danny Giordano (15-7, 15-9). Mike, a teaching pro at a local racquetball club, proved to all who attended that this year he is indisputably the best in Massachusetts.

Only two racqueteers were able to defend successfully their crowns from last year. They were Martha Callahan and Mike Sullivan. (The luck of the Irish was visible throughout the tourney.) Martha had to withstand a strong bid for the Women's Open title from her sister, Cindy Callahan, in order to retain her number one position in a fairly close match (15-10, 15-9). Mike Sullivan, on the other hand, just tore a page out of his notes and whipped Sam Garafalo again this year in the Master's Division, 15-12, 15-11. Sam keeps coming closer every year.

In Men's B, Kenny Spracklin topped the heap of 32 aspirants to the title by soundly beating David Botwinik (15-2, 15-6) in the finals, while Frank Zabbo had a much more difficult time disposing of Jeff Swartz in the Men's C final, 16-14, 15-6.

In a field of 64 men's novice players, Phil Scannell reigned supreme by overcoming a tough Mike Caron, 17-15, 15-1. Mike gave all he had in the first game, so there was nothing left to hold off Phil's onslaught in the second.

The Men's Seniors' and the Women's Vic title matches were two cliffhangers from beginning to end and were the only final matches that went to three games. Leo Fonseca lost a match 14-16, 15-3, and 15-5 to decisively win her crown.

Ellen Felkel easily won the Junior Girls 17/Under title in a round robin with Mary Paul and Kaja Keerd, allowing neither of her opponents over 7 points in the entire competition.

Phil Fisher had the same ease of victory over a newcomer to the Junior Boys 17/Under, a persevering Dave Shea. In one of the newest categories — Boys 14/Under — Gary Grumoli out-pointed a fierce competitor in Bruce Winberg to win first place.

One of the highlights of the tourney was a special Lob Serve Contest that preceded the pizza party. A kill shot contest is being engineered for next year for which many, believe it or not, are already practicing!

Was this 4th Annual State Tournament a success? Read what tournament director John Lepore had to say, "I want to commend, of course, the Champions, and also each participant who braved the Siberian weather to make the weekend fun event we think it was. Not many state organizations can boast of 250 participants who not only played their hearts out, but who volunteered to referee — even when they lost. Thank God, we had but two minor injuries, at one of which a doctor was ministering almost before the player hit the floor. Add to this, those who personally brought up doorprizes so that there could be more winners among the losers — and you see why we are so proud to be associated with Massachusetts players."

EKETELON, NATURAL SET U.S. RACQUETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Racquetball, the most exciting, dynamic participant sport in America, is getting a big boost this year with the creation of the "Ektelon/Natural Light Beer Racquetball Championships" in some 30 U.S. cities, it was announced today.

The announcement was made jointly by Jack MacDonough, marketing manager for Natural, Anheuser-Busch's Light beer, and Ron Grimes, director of marketing for the San Diego-based Ektelon Company, leading manufacturer of racquetball racquets and accessory equipment.

Said Grimes, "This association of Ektelon and Natural, both leaders in their own fields, brings added credibility to the sport of racquetball, and is another progressive move for the advancement of this great sport."

(continued on page 45)
Questions & Answers
About Racquetball

Most of the Pro men players “step into” the serve and I notice that Shannon Wright “steps back” and then serves, why the difference?

When the server steps into the ball it is for two reasons; A. By stepping into the ball the server sets all his weight into the motion and generates (if necessary) maximum power for a hard drive or three wall serve, and B. the motion of the server moving through the ball causes a temporary, legal disruption in the continuous line of sight of the receiver. This momentary loss of vision enables a good server to “hide” the ball at the beginning of its journey and make the receiver hesitate just an instant. This hesitation often results in a poor return and gives the server a set up in good court position.

Shannon has developed her motion away from the ball robbing herself of the real power that is generated by the motion of the legs and upper torso, but... it works for her.

A “junk serve” lobbed into the left or right back courts can be difficult to return. What’s the best way to handle the return on these serves?

Charge the junk serve, cut it off with a half volley to the ceiling. Same thing for that three wall serve that keeps moving you into the deep backhand corner.

I was watching a couple of the Pros play the other day and they would always return a low hard serve to the ceiling. Why not return this ball directly to the front wall?

The ceiling ball service return is percentage racquetball. It is an easy shot to hit, moves your opponent out of center court, and puts you in the important front court offensive position.

It seems that one of the opponents I play most often, get hits more than the other guys I play. He claims I should be able to return his shots without hitting him, yet he seems to hog center court. I say he must take his chances if he intends to play close in front of me — Who is right?

Center court is an imaginary circle that is illustrated below. Basically it is an area that moves along with the position of the ball. If the ball goes left your opponent should move to the left. If the ball is in center court your opponent must give you a clear shot to the front wall by moving to one side. It is not necessary for him to give up a high percentage shot, just a shot.

I notice that a number of the Pros are playing racquetball in Tennis shoes? Aren’t these shoes heavier than the newer racquetball shoes? If so, why do they wear the heavier shoe?

Many of the pros are playing “heavy footed,” but most are changing to the newer, light weight racquetball shoes. A great number of us began playing before shoes exclusively designed for racquetball were available and have just stuck with a comfortable model.
QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

I am interested in playing professional racquetball but I was wondering, how many hours per week do the Pros have to play to keep in top competitive shape?

Marty Hogan, the world's best, works out at least one hour a day, then practices another hour or more by himself. In addition he runs 3 miles a day. Multiply times seven days and that's only about 18 hours a week. Not a lot of time, but remember, that's only what it takes the best to stay on top. The coefficient for practice increases markedly as we drop down to the rest who are trying to be the "best."

The other night at my court club I was told that "returns" should never be made if the ball is "above the knees" if possible. What's the reason for this?

The greatest amount of control and power is generated in a symmetric sycle-like swing right at the knees. Shots made from above the waist have too critical an angle and generally will not stay down for a kill. Of course many shots must be hit above the waist and for the most part these should be ceiling or pass shots.

I play a lot of tennis and would like to try racquetball but am afraid it would ruin my game. Are there any good racquetball players who profess to also be able to play tennis? Is it really possible to play both games well?

There are several racquetball and tennis players who have made the transition successfully. Additional concentration and new neuro-muscular skills must be practiced over and over to maintain their separateness. Because the games compliment one another so closely, they can easily be played along side of each other. Racquetball increasing your quickness, tennis your patience; one for summer, one for winter.

In Double Play, what is the most common play response to serving; Does the server usually play forward and his partner play the backcourt or is there any general rule in doubles?

The golden rule is to keep one of your opponents in the back court and kill the ball in his front corner. Both you and your partner should try to maintain the front court position which will give you control of the game.

I heard Charlie Brumfield the other day say that Marty Hogan has the best 2nd serve return in the game. What does he mean by that, Marty hits a second serve the same way he hits the first serve-hard accurate? Right?

Exactly. Moreover the second serve is generally much slower than the first. Hogan and the better players take advantage of the timid second serve, relaxing, setting up and really unloading on the ball. As a server, concentrate on making the first serve good and not allowing your opponent the luxury of relaxing. Practice serving so that your second serve is as good or equal to your first.

I like to vary my serves between low drives and high lobs but my lobs seem to go off too high without much control. I have been told that I should bounce the ball and swing into the ball on the up bounce. Why is this? I like to pick the ball up right off the floor.

The high lob is hit off a high bounce while the ball is still traveling upward. The small amount of force necessary to hit the ball in a high soft lob is minimal. If you try to hit it after the ball has begun its downward flight, you will find yourself overhitting the ball coming off the backwall.

Send you inquiries to:
Editor, Racquetball Magazine
2076 Union Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38104

We will try to answer as many as possible.
Keep Your Gear
In Gear
by Mike Zeitman

So much has been written about the pro tour and its players, I won't bore you with more drivel about who can hit a 142 mph serve or chase women and still play the next day. Instead I am going to give you some tips on how to take care of your valuable equipment and make it last just as long as possible.

Let's start at the bottom and work our way up. For those of us who can see our feet (and especially for those who can't) be certain when buying new shoes that you try them on with two pairs of socks. When you get to the locker room after a hard match feeling like you have tried to stamp out a forest fire barefooted you will understand why it is important to cushion your feet. Many people are "heavy" on their feet, regardless of their weight. My friend and first teacher, Ken Porco, was so tough on his shoes, a new pair would only last him two or three weeks because there were tearing up from the inside out! He found that if he placed inserts (Odoreaters, if you want to keep your friends) in the shoes it not only made his shoes last longer, but cushioned the pounding on his toes. CAUTION: You may need a size larger shoe because of the additional inserts.

Sticking with your feet (only figuratively of course) one of the most important items in your gym bag is a good brand of socks. Medium length, thick tube socks are probably a guy's best friend. Socks that are worn cause blisters, corns and pain. I don't believe in the maxim that "one must suffer to succeed," at least not with my feet. Tube socks are great because they can be rotated so the heel is not always in the same place. This sock stays thicker longer to protect your feet. A good tube sock costs about the same and you could never store cucumbers or a salami in an ordinary sock. Let's be practical.

TIP: If you do get a blister from a thin sock and you must play on it, cover it with a bandaide or tape. Then, and this the secret, grease the outside of the tape completely with Vaseline or a similar substance. Then put your socks on, two pairs will generally protect you. The greasing allows the sock to move as it would normally. Ungreased the tape, will stick to the sock and cause additional and painful irritation. Remember G-d only gave you two feet or something like that.

Moving right along there isn't much you can do to ruin your clothing except not wash them. OKAY quickie quiz... how many of you have a locker next to someone who keeps putting his dirty clothes in his locker only to pull them out for his next match days later? All of us have been on a court at some time with a guy who is wearing last week's sweat. Racquetball isn't fun then, it's a chore. Enough said. If you wear it once, wash it; save your washing and lose your friends.

Many players wear a glove, myself included. These little babies cost anywhere from $2.95 to $7.95, that's a lot of money for a piece of a uhhh doeshin. Many are the gloves I've had to just throw away because they were so sweat soaked and shrunken I couldn't fit my hand into them any longer. Aggravated by this continuing drain on my finances I called the factory and asked Ken Konkol of Champion Glove how to save my precious skins. "Mike, it is simple." That made me feel very intelligent, but he continued, "in the first place try not to allow the glove to become soaked completely through, change gloves when one begins to be that wet. Secondly, try to wash the glove periodically with a mild soap such as Ivory and never dry the glove in a clothes dryer or using a hair dryer. This will cause the natural oils of the glove to be lost permanently and the shrinking to begin." Take it from that man he has made a lot of dough from doe.

Finally we come to the racquet, that delicate piece of equipment we use to hit ceiling balls, drop shots, rollouts and even a wall or two. Whether you have paid $4.95 for a wooden Taiwan import or $43.95 for the latest super dooper "rollout everytime" special, there are certain things you can do to make your racquet last longer.

Four Cardinal Rules

1. Never put your racquet in your bag with your wet clothes. Most racquets on the market today are rugged with a good to mediocre monofilament nylon string. Under normal use these strings will stretch and loosen but they should last 12-18 months. Moisture from wet clothes, a damp locker or some other source is absorbed by the string and eventually it will break at a grommet (hole in the frame) and bingo, that'll be $8-$12 bucks for new ones. Carry it in your hand or pack your clothes in a small plastic bag.

2. Never put anything on your leather grip such as alcohol or soap. Because it's wrapped so tightly against the plastic or wood of the handle it will not dry properly and the natural tackiness will be lost forever. Replace the grip when it becomes too slippery, $2.00-$5.00 is the going rate for a good quality grip.

3. Never leave your racquet in the car. Hot weather, cold weather, damp weather, they all take their toll on your weapon. Heat and cold make your strings expand and contract. One day this winter I left my racquet in the car accidentally in freezing weather. Later that day I went to play and it snapped on a powerful drop shot. I knew I hadn't hit it on the wall or floor but thinking back I realized that I had tortured that poor plastic devil. First I had removed it from my 78° apartment and placed it into the car letting it cool to about 28° then I began pounding a ball around with it 15 minutes after arriving at the court. I deserved the two pieces I ended up with. I'll admit a metal racquet might hold up longer but the end is inevitable. On a warm 90° day, a car trunk will heat up to over 115° and cook the plastic or metal into something that won't last. Carry your racquet, besides saving it, everyone will want to know what the funny little racquet is for....

Pardon me, aren't you Farrah Fawcett Majors?

4. Never play without the bumper on your racquet. If that metal racquet you're playing with lost its bumper somehow, buy another one. Your club's pro shop will probably have a spare or you can write the company that made it for another one. Not only will you be saving it from damage, but a metal racquet without a bumper can cut someone like a razor. Protect your racquet and your friends.

I am certain there are many things I have not covered and if you want some tips on something not mentioned above do not hesitate to write to me. I will answer them for you in our next issue of RACQUETBALL. Until then, keep your eye on the ball, your mind on your game and a song in your heart. A song in your heart? Oh well, 2 outa 3 ain't bad.

RACQUETBALL
television . . .

(continued from page 26)

In the St. Louis market, an acknowledged hot-bed of our sport, according to the Nielsen ratings, some fifteen thousand viewers tuned in. This, I understand, is a very creditable showing for a first time airing, and compares, favorably, with a professional tennis match aired in the same time slot a week before. That was in the first HALF hour. The second half hour was viewed by so few people, that the Nielsen system couldn't get a reading. In other words — first thirty minutes — terrific — second half hour was, obviously, dullsville. This in spite of the fact that two of the best and most exciting player of our day, were competing for a National Championship.

Because I dearly love racquetball and was most curious to see how it came across on the tube, I stayed tuned in for the entire program. My interest lay, not in the outcome of the match since I already knew who won, but rather in the technique of covering the game. Undoubtedly there are some technical problems involved in covering so fast a game, but every sport ever televised has encountered some problems at its inception and I don't believe these are insurmountable. No it wasn't the technical problems that lost the audience, nor was it the antics of the players, as I've heard in some circles, that drove the audience away. It was the unalterable fact that the game as it is presently constituted is a bore to watch.

Heresy? Perhaps, but we may as well face the reality that our game is a great sport to play, but unless you are personally involved, not very exciting to watch. Our game is not at all conducive to "live" television as it is presently structured, and in order to come across as the effective entertainment it can provide, it must be shown live. It is going to have to be tailored for the viewing audience and that means it is going to have to be changed from its present format. It is going to have to be built into the elements of surprise and suspense that are inherent in some of the other televised sports. Those who play racquetball, and someday soon they will number in the tens of millions, will make up the bulk of the viewing audience. Their interest must be attracted and held, not only through their desire to see how the game is performed at the "top," but also so they can see — "the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat." For television our game must be changed and changed now. If we don't do it now and it is shown in its present form, I have no doubts that racquetball will go the way of soccer and hockey and be shown, sporadically, at best.

There certainly are precedents for changing games to make them more attractive to a television audience. Tennis was changed to a tie-breaker format when games were deuced at six. Previously, games had to be won by two points and ran on, interminably, until that conclusion was reached. That was changed. Bowling tournaments were determined by the winner being the player who amassed the greatest number of pins knocked down over a predetermined number of games. Very often, by the time the TV cameras zoomed in, the winner had long since been established. There would be no suspense and, thus, very little audience. Change was dictated and today, the five top finishers bowl in a roll-off when the sport is shown on television. So it must be for racquetball — we must change the game for television and our first change must be the length of a match.

Today our rules require a minimum of two twenty-one point games with an eleven or fifteen point tie-breaker depending on the tournament. What happens? One player gets out in front by a large margin and for all practical purposes the first game has been established. However, the game must be played to conclusion and the string run (Continued on page 49)

---

Contemporary Sports Books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Aerobic Way</th>
<th>Winning Racquetball</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Kenneth Cooper</td>
<td>Shay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Racquetball</td>
<td>How to Win at Racquetball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuck Leve</td>
<td>Dr. Victor Spear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Racquetball for Women</td>
<td>The complete Book of Running</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauser &amp; Shay</td>
<td>Fixx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACQUETBALL: The sport for everyone</td>
<td>The Inner Game of Tennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford</td>
<td>Galwey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Teach Kids</td>
<td>How to Teach Kids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball</td>
<td>Racquetball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add 75¢ for postage and handling for each title ordered

NAME _______________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________

CITY ______ STATE ______ ZIP ______

Mail to: International Racquetball Association
2076 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
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For the amateur player, pre-tournament preparation is usually, at best, haphazard. Time demands other than racquetball preclude total dedication, so that time available must be utilized efficiently. To do this, four concepts are presented here that will enable players to budget time for peak preparation within a six week time frame.

**A** — The first concept is Anaerobic metabolism (meaning without oxygen), and is the system by which energy is produced during short duration, intense energy sports. Exercise that "conditions" the anaerobic energy system is commonly known as interval training.

Interval training was originally developed for short distance sprinters whose energy requirements closely resemble those of racquetball players. Many books have been authored concerning this type of non-continuous exercise, but one of the best is entitled: Interval Training: Conditioning for Sports and General Fitness, reviewed by Steve Keeley in National Racquetball, Vol. 2, No. 3, Sept., 1974. The authors present a rather exhaustive interval training sequence which is probably too time consuming for most amateur players. An ideal interval training sequence was suggested by Dr. N. K. Butts in National Racquetball, Vol. 5, No. 5, Sept., 1977. Dr. Butts methods can be used as on-court training by starting at one wall, sprinting to the opposite side and touching the wall/floor crotch; then repeating — that represents one repetition. Five repetitions equal one set. As a beginning, 3 sets should be the maximum with a 45 second rest period between sets. No specific time limit for the repetitions need be kept if they are done at maximum effort. This exercise can be done anywhere there is a 20' straight run (basement, driveway, backyard, etc.). Interval sprinting should begin daily approximately six weeks prior to the tournament. As you progress, the number of repetitions may be increased and/or the rest time decreased. During the week prior to the tournament, do the original set, but at ½ speed. Eliminate sprinting entirely two days before the start of play. Distance running (except for its overall cardiovascular fitness) has no advantage in racquetball training and should be eliminated or sublimated to other training methods.

The above regimen should take less than 10 minutes/day and combined with actual playing time should be sufficient to assure that you are in adequate anaerobic condition. If, however, you have additional time to spend, longer distances may be sprinted; squat thrusts (as outlined by Dr. Butts) may be added, and rope jumping are excellent exercises done daily.

Mention should be made of the place of weight training for racquetball. This is probably a grossly overlooked and underused training device in a sport where agility is justifiably favored over brute strength. The conventional methods of free weights and/or the Universal Gym should be used as an adjunct to anaerobic running. Exercises should be limited to those muscle groups utilized in the racquetball stroke, i.e., triceps, deltoids (shoulder), forearms, latissimus dorsi (back), posterior femoral muscles (hamstrings), quadriceps femoris (thigh), pectoralis major and minor (chest). When using free weights or the Universal Gym, the goal should not be to lift maximum weight, but use minimum weight with an increased number of repetitions done as quickly as possible.

By far the best weight training method for racquetball is the Nautilus training system. A complete work-out takes less than an hour. If a Nautilus training club is available, all machines should be done three times per week, with no free weights or the Universal Gym. Again, the emphasis is not on maximum weight, but total body conditioning.

**B** — The second concept is Before game preparations. It is imperative that players of any skill level do adequate warm-up exercises prior to starting a match. The physiological demands imposed when initiating play are great and to play "cold" is to invite injury. Especially important immediately before a match is to stretch leg muscles, achilles tendons, and lower back. A complete stretching guide is presented by Bob Anderson in Racquetball, Vol. 7, No. 1, Jan.-Feb., 1978. This series of exercises may be too extensive for pre-match exercising, but as a minimum, the following exercises should be done:

1. (1) Achilles tendon stretching — (see above article Fig. 1). Face the court wall with your feet together and approximately 4 ft. from the wall. Keeping your heels on the floor and knees straight, touch your forehead to the wall. Hold this position for 30-45 seconds and then relax. Repeat twice.

2. (2) Toe Touch — This old standard is still one of the best ways to stretch and loosen hamstrings. Do 25 slowly, returning upright each time.

3. (3) Trunk twister — Another classic exercise is the 8-point trunk twister to stretch the trunk and back. Do 10 and count each point.

4. (4) Jump rope — To conclude pre-match warm-ups, try jumping rope for about 2-3 minutes. This encourages increased cardiovascular circulation and is excellent for overall warm-up.

These pre-game exercises are designed to be thorough but brief — a suggested timetable follows:

(a) stretching calves/achilles
tendon — 2 min.
(b) toe touches — 1 min.
(c) trunk twister — 2 min.
(d) jump rope — 2 min.

*total* — 7 min.

The benefits of a 5-7 minute pre-match stretching are enormous. The likelihood of muscle tears or pulls are...
markedly reduced, cardiovascular tone is increased, and pre-match anxiety is reduced. This is not, however, the end of before match preparation. At the conclusion of stretching exercises, enter the court to start pre-planned shot drills. You should utilize a minimum of 15 minutes for practice. In a tournament situation, this is sometimes difficult because of scheduling — pre-match practice may have to be done on another court. No matter how hurried the schedule, never begin play until you are fully ready. An alternate method taught by Mike Zeitman is an eight station drill as follows on figures 1-4.

Station 1 — Figure 1, Approximately 2 minutes. Forehand down the line, hitting the front wall 3 ft. off the floor and back without striking the side wall. Do not try for maximum speed.

Station 2 — Figure 2, Approximately 2 minutes. Continuous forehand ceiling balls to right side.

Station 3 — Figure 3, Approximately 2 minutes. Forehand fly kill. Hit or throw the ball against the front wall so that the rebound can be taken on the fly. This shot should be hit as low as possible but not at maximum speed.

Station 4 — Figure 4, Approximately 2 minutes. Forehand kill shot. Hit as low and as hard as possible. Hitting a few flat kills can do wonders for your confidence.

The identical drills should be done on the backhand side. In 16 minutes you have practiced practically all the shots necessary in a game-type situation. Also utilize this time to develop your mental attitude, and consciously watch the ball. This could be the most important 16 minutes of your pre-tournament training.

C — The third concept is Control. Few players have Marty Hogan's ability to defeat their opponent on the basis of sheer velocity. For the amateur, adequate control should still be the prerequisite before all-out speed. Again, many books and articles have been written concerning ways to gain control and a "grooved" swing. One of the best is by Steve Keeley, entitled The Complete Book of Racquetball. Keeley covers all the basic strokes and strategies. For the purposes of this section, mastery of the basics is assumed and pre-tournament practice will be stressed.

Practice versus playing is a difficult subject when limited court time is available. It is essential that at least 50% of your on-court time is spent in individual practice, and 3 days of practice plus 2 days playing is preferable. It goes without saying that the quality of your practice session is much more important than the quantity. Set drills should be established so that no minutes are wasted. Assuming one hour available court time, begin your practice sessions with your normal stretching and 16 minute in-court warm-up. Then practice the Reverse 'S' should spend approximately 30 minutes doing this drill. For the remaining 15 minutes practice two things — (1) your weakest shot, and (2) backhand and forehand fly kills. The importance of being able to properly hit a fly kill can not be overemphasized.

(continued on page 40)
IRA GETS NEW DIRECTOR

The International Racquetball Association is delighted to announce the appointment of Mr. Luke St. Onge as Director of the Association. With the addition of Mr. St. Onge to our staff, the International Racquetball Association will continue to grow and excel.

Luke graduated from Villanova University in 1963 with a B.S. in Economics. He has 13 years of organizational experience from supervisor to product, production and plant managerial expertise.

Athletically Mr. St. Onge rates high with a variety of sporting fields. His football years began in high school as fullback. At Villanova he was introduced to Rugby and maintained his interest for thirteen years.

Racquetball has played a dominant role in his sports life for the past five years with three of these in the capacity of State Chairman for the I.R.A. in Pennsylvania. For the past year Mr. St. Onge has served outstandingly as a member of the Board of Directors of the International Racquetball Association. He has directed seven tournaments involving over 250 players including Pennsylvania State events and the Nittany Lion Open. Pennsylvania has now developed its membership into over 900 strong as a result of Luke's tremendous efforts.

Mr. St. Onge's home town is State College, PA. At the age of 36 with two children, Luke age 9 and Nancy age 12, and wife Evelyn, he will be a welcome addition to the International Racquetball Association's staff.

Ektelon, a San Diego-based manufacturer of racquetball racquets and accessory equipment, has been presented an award for marketing excellence by the American Marketing Association's San Diego Chapter.

"Ektelon, founded in 1968, is a classic example of effective marketing," said AMA President Ilene Steiman. "Ektelon, founded in 1968, is a classic example of effective marketing," said AMA President Ilene Steiman. "Ektelon sales have increased fivefold in the last three years."

Steiman presented the award to Ron Grimes, Ektelon's director of marketing, at a recent gathering of the AMA in San Diego. One of six such awards presented by the AMA during the year, the achievement makes Ektelon a candidate for the San Diego AMA's "Marketing Company of the Year Award" for 1978.

"We are particularly pleased to win an award of this kind in the San Diego marketing area," said Grimes, "where the competition to market racquetball equipment is probably more heated than anywhere in the country."

Grimes attributed Ektelon's success to the dedication of its employees and the vision of Bud Held, its founder and president.

"Bud's insistence on world-class quality in all of the products we manufacture," he said, "has spilled over into our marketing techniques and resulted in a continuous refinement of programs and practices."

"We not only want to build Ektelon's brand awareness among racquetball players, but to maintain the position Ektelon has as the Cadillac of racquetball racquets and accessory equipment."

A 26-year-old San Diego resident, Grimes joined Ektelon in June 1975 as Held's assistant but was promoted to marketing director five months later. He graduated magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa from the University of California at Los Angeles and earned his MBA there.

Held, who formed Ektelon in 1968 to sell a racquet stringing machine of his own invention, designed racquetball's aluminum racquet a year later.

The two products have formed the nucleus of Ektelon sales ever since, although in recent years Ektelon has branched out into clothing, protective equipment and other racquetball accessories.
National Racquetball Tournament Announced

A ten-city, four division racquetball tournament aimed at the grass roots afternoon and weekend player has been announced. Known as the AMF Voit/Datsun Racquetball Classic, the tournament will get underway in Los Angeles in May, with competitions following in the New York area, St. Louis, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Detroit, Atlanta and Dallas. National finals are scheduled for Las Vegas in January, 1979.

Each local tournament which will be conducted in four separate divisions for both men and women: Pro Am Open, Seniors (over 35 years old), B (Intermediate), and C (Novice). About $10,000 worth of prizes will be awarded in each of these ten cities among the eight categories of winners in the quarterfinals, semi-finals and finals.

Racquetball has become one of the fastest growing participant sports in the country according to Thomas W. Pomeroy, director of merchandising, who announced the tournament. He pointed out that in but a few years the number of players involved in the sport has reached about seven million, with more than a third of them women.

"The attraction seems to be ease in learning the game, the minimum amount of equipment required and the fact that intensive lessons and practice sessions are not needed," he stated.

The AMF Voit/Datsun Racquetball Classic, called "ATHLETES: DRIVEN TO EXCELLENCE," is sponsored by a number of major corporations including: Bally Manufacturing Corporation, The Clorox Company, the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Nissan Motor Corporation in U.S.A. (Datsun), Playboy Club of Los Angeles, Quasar Electronics Co., and Rollei of America, Inc.

The schedule for the tournament is:

Los Angeles May 18-21
New York July 9-11
St. Louis July 28-30
Boston August 18-20
Chicago September 8-10
San Francisco September 29-October 1
Baltimore-Washington, D.C. October 13-15
Detroit October 27-29
Atlanta November 10-12
Dallas December 8-10

National Finals: Las Vegas January, 1979 (exact dates to be announced)

Tournament entry blanks will be available at AMF Voit sports equipment and Rollei dealers.

LOCAL WINNERS

EKTELEON/PONY/IRA

NATIONAL JUNIORS PROGRAM

Players Club — Michigan
17 boys — Jay Kullick
15 boys — Bob Chapman
12 boys — Louis Lederer
17 girls — Julie Sak
15 girls — Stacey Fletcher
12 girls — Shelly Burns

Racquetime — San Marcos, Cal.
17 boys — Beaver Wickam
15 boys — Craig Davidson
12 boys — Nathan Martin
17 girls — Kelly Retilly
15 girls — Kerry O’Neill
12 girls — Michele Gonzales

Racquets Edge — Exxes Junction, Vermont
17 boys — J. Brown
15 boys — Shean Brown
12 boys — J. O’Neal
17 girls — Debbie Brown

Highlander Recreation — Brookfield, Wisc.
17 boys — Aaron Williams
15 boys — Bob Kohl
15 girls — Laura Merkel

Merrymeeting Racquet Club — Jopkskom, Maine
17 boys — S. Laurabae
15 boys — M. Geuguere
12 boys — Derek Simmons
15 girls — J. White

Court Rooms of America — Ft. Wayne, Ind.
17 boys — Scott Kemp
15 boys — Dan Kinsey
12 boys — John Lakiemeyer
15 girls — Lisa Kemp

Y.M.C.A. — Sioux City, Iowa
17 boys — Scott Schafer
15 boys — Jeff Prince

Y.M.C.A. — Hutchinson, Kansas
17 boys — Jim Wesley
15 boys — Scott Wicks
17 girls — Tammy Tatland

Maryland State Championships
Open
1. Jan Whipple
2. Eric Foley

B’s
1. Mike Halperin
2. Leon Booker

Novice Men’s
1. Gene Flick
2. Joe Weiner

Seniors
1. Al Bonard
2. John Devlin

Masters
1. Henry Friedlander
2. Don Potter

Women’s Open
1. Brenda Louke
2. Carol Clements

Women’s Novice
1. Joanne Pokorny
2. Ellen Sue Finkelstein

Women’s Doubles
1. Clements/Dacatur
2. Helger/Danusz

Open Doubles
1. Whipple-Drieser
2. Cutler-Baker

Senior Doubles
1. White/Goldman
2. Ports/Potter

Arkansas State Championships

Open Mens
1. Mac Ray
2. Robert Kendrick

Mens A
1. Robert Kendrick
2. Bill Sell

Mens B
1. Mike Crowell
2. Jim Young

Mens C
1. Terry Boshin
2. Greg Calico

Masters
1. Jim Baskin
2. Jim Hunt

(Continued on page 29)
If court time is really not a problem, practicing with a friend can be very beneficial. You don’t spend \( \frac{1}{2} \) your time running after the ball, and your shots can be critiqued. An excellent practice modality for ceiling balls and fly kills when two people are practicing is as follows:

Player A stands at center court position while player B stands at the backwall. Play is initiated when player B hits a ceiling ball to his opponent’s backhand or forehand. Player A retreats to return the ceiling ball while B moves to center court. Ceiling balls are exchanged (along with center court position) until a poor ceiling shot is hit by one player thereby giving his opponent a fly kill/pass/etc., BUT, if the plum is missed, your opponent gets a point (you are penalized for poor shooting). A successful kill results in a side-out and a point (your opponent is doubly penalized for a poor ceiling ball). The game is to eleven, but any reasonable number could be chosen.

The one-hour practice schedule presented here should start approximately 6 weeks prior to the tournament and followed to within 1-2 days of actual play.

Actual playing should also be time for practicing and fun. Don’t enter a friendly game to practice psych and delay tactics.

D — The fourth concept is Diet. Diet is strictly a personal matter but the statement “you are what you eat” can not be refuted. This section will attempt to supplement previous articles with hints for a general diet and specifically what to eat and drink before, during, and after a tournament.

Assuming that the average racquetball athlete consumes a relatively nutritious diet; well balanced with an abundance of natural foods and small amounts of refined sugars, no significant changes in that diet should be made until approximately two weeks prior to the tournament.

At the two week point, a moderate program of carbohydrate loading (glycogen supercompensation), should begin. This consists of increasing your carbohydrate intake with high-quality carbohydrates (in the range of 3-4,000 cal/day). In order to effectively utilize these carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, minerals, and water intake must also be increased. This gives increased carbohydrate stores for the stress of tournament play. Remember, stop the increased carbohydrate intake and return to a balanced diet 3-4 days prior to playing (see Competitive Nutrition, in Racquetball, Vol. 6, No. 3, May-June, 1977).

Your food intake on the day of your match is, of course, dictated by your playing time. A good rule of thumb to follow is to eat a normal meal if your match comes 2-3 hours later. If you have a 11:00 a.m. match, a good, well-balanced breakfast at 8:30 is essential. A mid-afternoon match at 3-4:00 p.m. should be preceded by a nutritious lunch. The less meat that is eaten prior to a match, the better your stomach will feel. The digestive process for meat is much slower than other foods. It follows that an evening match (8-9:00 p.m.) should be preceded by a normal dinner.

Problems arise if you are the Northwest gorilla type and are playing 3 or 4 divisions, or the tournament is scheduled so that you have to play a match in the afternoon and two closely spaced in the evening. A heavy meal should not be eaten directly after an afternoon match to prepare for two evening matches. Rather, several small meals should be eaten between matches. Emphasis should be on fresh fruits, cottage cheese, carbohydrates, yogourt, salad, fish, chicken, or an occasional Big Mac. Stay away from steaks, all fried foods, candy, pizza, etc.

Nothing can really replace water for a beverage with meals, or between matches. Other beverages do have value replacing electrolytes (something water doesn’t). Orange juice, apple juice, “aid” drinks, and especially tomato juice (mixed 50% with water) are excellent for between game pick-me-ups.

Post game meals are largely a function of the prior six weeks training that is, whether you won or lost. Losers don’t always eat crow, but the meal always tastes better when you are a winner.

If this article sounds like pre-tournament preparation is going to take all your time — it really isn’t. You must, however, establish a timely daily routine of anaerobics, controlled practice, and diet. The discipline required will be rewarded at tournament time.

Editors Note:
Dr. Phillips is a frequent contributor to RACQUETBALL Magazine. In addition to being an excellent racquetball player he is presently taking a residency in Maxillofacial surgery at the Wilmington Medical Center, Wilmington, Delaware.
SECOND ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
INTERSERVICE RACQUETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
WEST POINT, NEW YORK
8-11 JUNE 1978

ELIGIBILITY: Must be current International Racquetball Association member (can join during registration-includes six Racquetball magazines per year) and Military Active Duty, Active Reserve, National Guard, DOD Civilian, Military Retired or Military Dependent personnel. ID card required.

ENTRY FEES: MUST ACCOMPANY APPLICATION. $20 per person, $5.00 second event, doubles $10 additional per team. Cannot play both a second event and doubles. Includes souvenir tournament shirt. Travel and lodging are at player’s expense.

ENTRY DEADLINE: Entries must be postmarked 24 May 1978 or earlier. Players will be notified by postcard as to time of first match. Play begins 8 June 1978 and all players must register at least two hours prior to first match.

TOURNAMENT SITE / REGISTRATION POINT: West Point Gym (ten courts-two glass walled), phone 914-928-2233 or AUTOVON 688-2233 (during tournament dates only — do not call for tournament information). Bring your own locks!

DIRECTIONS: North from NYC, take Palisades Parkway N and follow signs to USMA. From Interstate 84 take 9W (South) and follow signs to USMA.

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR: Major Buck R. Brumble, 118A, U.S. Oval, Plattsburgh AFB, NY 12903, Home phone 518-561-8142, office phone 518-565-5227, or AUTOVON 689-5227. Director has authority to make changes in the best interest of the tournament.

OFFICIAL RULES: International Racquetball Association. Single elimination matches in all divisions with a consolation round open to losers of first match actually played. A match consists of best two of three games to 15 points. Official tournament ball is the Seamco 444.

EVENTS: Men's Open, B-Class, C-Class, Seniors (35 yrs. as of 8 June 78), Masters (45 yrs. as of 8 June 78), Women's Open, Women's Novice, Juniors' (17 yrs. and under), and Open Doubles. (Minimum of 8 entries required in each event to be held.)

TROPHIES: First three places, each event, plus consolation champion.

HOSPITALITY ROOM: Free to participants. Non-participants will be charged accordingly.

HOUSING: Make your own reservations as early as possible and BEFORE 15 May 1978. *Holiday Inn, #90 Route 17K Rd., Newburgh, NY 12550, Phone 914-565-2100. *Hotel Thaver, West Point, NY. Phone 914-938-4021

IDENTIFY YOURSELF AS RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT PARTICIPANT.

APPLICATION

Please enter me in the events checked:

___ OPEN  ___ WOMEN  ___ MASTER (45 YRS. 8 JUNE 78)
___ B-CLASS ___ WOMEN NOVICE ___ JUNIORS (17 YRS. AND UNDER)
___ C-CLASS ___ SENIOR (35 YRS. 8 JUNE 78)  ___ DOUBLES

SEND THIS APPLICATION WITH ENTRY FEE TO: Maj. Buck R. Brumble
118A U.S. Oval
Plattsburgh AFB, NY 12903
518-561-8142

NAME: ___________________________  (LAST)  (FIRST)  (MI)  GRADE/BRANCH OF SERVICE

ADDRESS: ___________________________  STREET/PO BOX  _______________  CITY  _______________  STATE  _______________  ZIP

HOME PHONE: ___________________________  WORK PHONE: ___________________________  AUTOVON: ___________________________

RATE YOURSELF IN RELATION TO OTHERS AT YOUR NORMAL PLACE OF PLAY:
BEST  2ND  3RD  OTHER  PLACE OF PLAY

MY SHIRT SIZE IS:  S  M  L  XL

I AM ENCLOSING $_______ ENTRY FEES.

I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators waive and release all rights and claims for damages I may have against the USMA, the International Racquetball Association, its affiliated club, commissions, and their respective agents, representatives, successors, and assigns, for any and all injuries which may be suffered by me in connection with any participation in this tournament.

Date: ___________________________  Signature: ___________________________

MARCH - APRIL 1978
d) Players Aid
Advise the players you expect their help on double bounces and skip balls. If you feel they are not cooperating you will “guess” and will probably “guess” against the uncooperative player.

e) Hitting Opponent
Advise the players that striking their opponent with the racquet on the follow through is no cause for cessation of play since this is generally the fault of the defending player, and could result in an avoidable hinder call on that player. However, contact when you are cocking your racquet to make a shot should be a hinder and the player should signal such contact immediately. It is the only call a player is permitted to make.

f) Raised Racquet
f) Advise the players that if at any time they are fearful of striking their opponent(s) with the racquet they should hold up their swing and that you will give them every benefit of the doubt that they acted in the interest of safety. Intentionally moving into the path of the ball or being out of position due to poor courtmanship will result in the call going against them.

g) Court Hinders
Identify any court hinder(s) that may be applicable.

h) Linesmen
If circumstances warrant, point out the linesman and advise the players of the appeal calls available to them.

i) Questions
Ask for any questions, if none, flip the coin and indicate server. Remove extra ball(s), towels etc. leaving them with the game ball for last minute warm-ups.

j) Calling the Score
Finally, advise that they are not to serve until the score has been announced, that there will be no further warnings; that you expect good sportsmanship from them and that any failure on their parts to adhere to good sportsmanship or any derogatory behavior will result in your assessing a technical foul and possible forfeiture of the match.

*Calling the score: As a referee, allow no unnecessary delay in play. Set the tempo of the match. Use the following method:

As soon as a rally ends call out, tally or point as the case may be. Wait a reasonable amount of time for the defending player to get into position and then announce the score. If the defending player stalls discernibly call the score whether he is ready or not. Since the server can serve at any time after the score is announced, it behooves the receiving player to be ready. If it is the server who takes an unreasonably long time to reach serving position announce the score and start counting. There is no such thing as the receiving player holding aloft his racquet to delay receiving the serve for any period.

KNOW THE RULES OF RACQUETBALL AND USE THEM.
Naples with its fine reputation for Italian cooking and gourmet restaurants is a very cosmopolitan city with beautiful beaches and many historic sights. It also has three excellent racquetball courts and some of the top players in the Southern Mediterranean. Two cement courts are located at the AFSOUTH NATO Base on the outskirts of the city and one recently renovated hardwood court is in operation at the Naval Support activity located adjacent to the NATO Base. All of these courts are standard size and utilized by both Americans, Italians, and military personnel from Britain and other NATO countries. The two top players in Naples are LCDR Jay Chaney, and Sgt. Bob Overfield. Both of these men are "A" Class Tournament level players who actively search for visiting racquetballers to maintain their high levels of competition. While SUMTER was in Naples, I played many exciting two and three hour round robin matches with these fine competitors.

SUMTER'S next port visit was a very small Adriatic Coastal city on the "heel of the boot" which comprises the geographical shape of the borders of Italy. Located at Brindisi is the Air Force Security Base of SAN VITO. San Vito is a relatively small base with excellent facilities for the 800-1000 military personnel assigned. Included in these facilities are two of the very best racquetball courts anywhere in the Mediterranean. Both courts are new, have excellent lighting and spacious viewing galleries. They are tournament calibre and remain open 24 hours each day, seven days a week to facilitate the intense racquetball interest generated by San Vito military personnel. I managed to play two of the three days we were there and had some excellent matches with several of the senior category players. COL MOORE, the Base Commander is one of the better racquetball players and is also responsible for much of the racquetball interest. Colonel Moore plays everyday along with a good percentage of the remainder of the San Vito military residents including Sgt McManneny the top player on the base.

There are only two additional U.S. Bases in Italy of which I am aware that currently have racquetball courts. Camp Darby, is located on the Tyrrhenian Sea near Livorno. It is a U.S. Army facility and has at least one court. The other is located on the eastern coast of Sicily and is known as Naval Air Facility, Sigonella. It also has at least one court and several Class "A" players. There currently are no civilian or club type racquetball facilities in Italy.

USS SUMTER made a special visit to one of the most interesting and exciting ports in the Mediterranean, Barcelona, Spain. Barcelona is one of the largest port cities in Europe and has a population of several million. I was not able to play racquetball in Barcelona as there are no courts as we know them. Barcelona department stores do however, sell racquetball racquets and balls and the local populace does play a form of racquetball on one wall outdoor courts and in the numerous large neighborhood pelota (Jai Alai) courts. These same courts are also utilized by local businessmen during the day and a form of racquetball is played utilizing American or Japanese made racquets and balls. There are regulation racquetball courts in Spain, however, they are located only at the two primary U.S. military bases, Rota Naval (Continued on page 44)
WE HAVE LOST THESE MEMBERS, PLEASE HELP US FIND THEM!!

The International Racquetball Association is attempting to find the correct addresses of the individuals below.
If you know their whereabouts, please contact the IRA office at 2076 Union Ave., Memphis, Tennessee 38104.

TORONTO, ONTARIO, MBX 2W3
John McCallum

CALIFORNIA
Earl G. Leslie
David Klein
James E. Healy, Jr.
James Kendall
Tom Nesson

DELTA
Louis C. Baumann, III

FLORIDA
Wendell Anderson
Sandra J. Kemp

GEORGIA
Joe Isaza

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Pamela Crane
Billy LeMonde
George Taylor
Wally J. Tolo
Michael R. Harris

ILLINOIS
David J. Duke

MAINE
Frank Coyne
Dave Hill
William Foley

MASSACHUSETTS
Albert Harkness
Dave Hill
William Foley
James McKinlay
D. Hill
Steven R. Bedard

MARYLAND
Bernard Hudock
Kristi Pearson

MICHIGAN
Pete Stanewick
Rick B. Ladoois
Tony Elliot

MINNESOTA
John R. Vegstrom

MISSOURI
Rick Fisher
Bob Hughes

MONTANA
Greg Pekovich
John C. Bryant
M. K. Baker

NEBRASKA
Shirley Castel

NEW JERSEY
Doug Clark

NEW MEXICO
M. C. Anchondo
M. H. Iglesias

NEW YORK
SP5 Martin K. Skinner
Terrance J. Edwards

NORTH CAROLINA
Peter B. Woult
Steve Arnold
Jams. Amos Uhl
Richard L. Allman

OHIO
Mark Hudd
Suzie Retterer
Scott Brown
Don Jensen
Viking Forum

OKLAHOMA
Goodrich Selt
Bob Daniel
Sherry D. Runnels
Cynthia Dorsey

OREGON
Rick Patra
Dorothy J. Talbot

PENNSYLVANIA
Jerry Hall
Laurie Ziegler
Debra Prescott
Thomas W. Onuschak

SOUTH CAROLINA
C. L. Huntley

SOUTH DAKOTA
Leroy L. Walters

 TENNESSEE
Ellen Adkins
Scott Adkins
Charles Birdwell
John M. Monger
Lou Boudreau
Blake Soule
Rod Rallo
Rodney L. James

TEXAS
Robert E. Herd
Joe Vann Arsdall
R. J. Smart
Scott Bussy
Keith Brock
Jim Bollinger
Richard T. Davis
Duane T. McClurg
Roger Metzger
C. H. Harper
Dale G. Hobbs
R. J. Gonzales

VERMONT
James E. Bucciarelli

WASHINGTON
Anthony Palmer
Dave Retter

WEST VIRGINIA
Bill Nieszlein, Jr.

WISCONSIN
Jane Hanratty
Steve Bell
Willar L. Anderson
Dean Erickman
Joe Keyses
John S. Gardner
Brian Sippy

RESUME

LCDR ALLEN is a veteran of 12 years of Naval Service and has been active in Racquetball for the past three years. A past U.S. Navy Racquetball Commissioner (1975-1977), he is the 1977 Inter-service Seniors Racquetball Champion and placed second in the Senior Mens Singles Division of both USRA and IRA Southern Regional Tournaments in 1977.
MacDonough commented, "We at Natural are glad to be taking the lead with Ektelon in helping this tremendous sport gain the national attention it deserves. Last year, there were nearly six million people playing racquetball, which is incredible in light of the fact that the sport didn't even exist until the late 1960s."

Grimes and MacDonough indicated that specific information concerning the local tournaments will be announced in the near future. The tournaments, expected to introduce hundreds of competitors to the first-time thrill of tournament racquetball competition and produce the best amateur players in each city, are scheduled to take place beginning in mid-April and conclude in June.

Sites scheduled for the local tournaments are: San Diego, Los Angeles, Orange County (Calif.), San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Denver, Kansas City, Dallas, Houston, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Boston, Fairfield (N.J.), Philadelphia, Sacramento, the Washington, D.C., area, Atlanta, Orlando, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, and Oklahoma City.

Racquetfun at Huntington Beach, Ca.

To fill its daytime hours, Racquetfun offers mothers with young children a free nursery with activities such as reading, games, exercise and art. A good weather patio adjoins the facility designed to accommodate up to forty children. The quality of service as well as the facilities will insure Racquetfun a prosperous future.
(continued from page 16)

In the game, I’ll often concentrate on getting a basic serve started or developing my kill shot to its normal capacity. Then even if I lose that game 21-9, I have the advantage of going into the second game with a good frame of mind. (Sometimes my revived concentration on a few skills even turns the first game into a victory or much closer contest.) But remember: the same thing can happen for your opponent. When you’re up 15-7 and “coast” to the victory, he might develop some useful concentration skills for his next game — while your “coasting” has broken your concentration.

Another frequent occurrence is that you’ll find your game going bad and you cannot figure out why. If you don’t know what’s wrong, how can you decide what to concentrate on? Trying to do so would only distract you further. The answer here appears to be to concentrate on anything related to the game. Just find something specific and zero in on that. For some players it’s best to make your object of concentration something basic. For other players it makes more sense to change the game plan dramatically and concentrate on the radically changed game plan. By having some specific objective in mind, we at least focus our attention on something; and this is usually better than the self-defeating wandering around the court in dismal frustration that usually accompanies the sensation of not knowing what’s going wrong.

Once your game starts to improve again, you can return to focusing on more useful skills.

Blowing The Big Lead

Frequently players let up and blow a big lead. This is often referred to as a switch in “momentum,” but it’s really a shift in concentration. Something like this often occurs: one player builds a good lead because of good concentration and intense play. Having achieved a 14-2 lead, this player no longer has to concentrate so hard. Perhaps he has scored the last six points without really concentrating. He has developed a temporary habit of not thinking. Meanwhile the other player has been floundering, but either through luck or some insight discovers that by working a certain basic pattern he can put some points together. He therefore develops a temporary habit of concentrating effectively. The player who was behind starts to gain, and the leader is stricken with a sudden panic. He hasn’t been thinking, and now because of his panic it becomes harder to start thinking. When this happens it is not really rare for a 14-2 lead to dwindle away into 21-15 defeat.

Why does this happen? How can you keep it from happening? It happens simply because it’s not much fun to beat somebody that badly. Concentration takes effort (even when we do it automatically and for fun); and when the payoff goes away, it’s just not worth the effort. There are two good ways to prevent this from happening. First, if you can spot the danger signs, you can use these as cues to re-focus your attention. In other words, there are probably specific situations when you let up. Find out what these are for you, and then when such a situation occurs, use that very situation as a reminder that you should keep pushing — that you still have to concentrate on something. Second, use more effective goal setting. If your goal is simply to win the game or to score as many points as possible, these are rather remote or vague goals; and they’re hard to concentrate on. Instead, the player who is up 14-2 might make the following plan: “When it’s my serve, I’m going to experiment with the serve and work on my backhand kill. When it’s his serve I’m going to go all-out to get the serve back.” Or you could make it your goal to double the other person’s point score. It’s easier to concentrate on these more attainable goals.

Something similar happens when you play players who are way below you in ability. If you can win with ridiculous ease, there’s no point in concentrating. It’s almost heartless to work hard and win 21-0 when you can coast to victory anyway. But such easy victories lead to a habit of not concentrating. To overcome this problem, try playing to your opponent’s strength and concentrating on specific skills you want to develop during the game. For example, against a weak right-handed opponent you might deliberately serve only to his right side and practice hitting right-side ceiling shots whenever appropriate. When you’re not serving and when ceiling shots are not appropriate, play with normal intensity. If this doesn’t work, I prefer playing with my weak left hand rather than playing right-handed and trying to hit easy shots just to keep the game interesting. The point is: Don’t develop the habit of not concentrating.

Breaking the Concentration of Your Opponent

If concentration helps you win games, then it also stands to reason that concentration helps your opponent. If you can
make his job of concentration more difficult, you can increase your chances of winning.

An obvious way to keep your opponent from concentrating is to distract him. I emphatically do not recommend the sort of gamesmanship involved in making fun of your opponent, calling time-out in the middle of his serve, arguing over details, etc. Although such tactics will distract your opponent, they are clearly examples of poor sportsmanship and should be avoided.

However, there are several tactics to make concentration by your opponent more difficult which are entirely fair and appropriate. The more things your opponent has to concentrate on, the harder it will be for him to concentrate; and the fewer things you give him to concentrate on, the easier it is to concentrate on those few things. This means that if you do the same thing all the time in specific situations, your opponent doesn’t have to apply attention to what you’re going to do next. He can respond automatically and use his mental energies to concentrate on ways to take the initiative. So you should put variety into your game. Make him concentrate on keeping up with you — don’t give him the opportunity to concentrate on aggressive, offensive moves.

Finally, use the time out to break your opponent’s concentration — to interrupt his rhythm. When he’s rolled off 8 straight points and is on an obvious high, call time out — even if you’re not tired. Give him a chance to distract himself, to think about something else, to lose his intensity of concentration.

Let your opponent do his own concentrating. If you play along specific patterns, you’re doing his thinking for him. Vary your game and use your time-outs effectively, and you’re likely to wind up with intense and rewarding games.

(continued on page 48)
Psychological Benefits of Concentration on Racquetball

One of the advantages of racquetball is its capacity to help us to deal more effectively with our personal problems and daily activities. This benefit occurs partly because we let off steam — we throw a lot of physical energy into pounding a ball around. This physiological release enables us to relax, and the relaxation enables us to return to tension-provoking situations with renewed vigor. However, a factor which is just as important as letting off steam is the rhythm of the game of racquetball. If we can concentrate on the game, we become deeply involved in it. Even though the outcome of the game is of trivial importance compared to the big business deal at the office or our children’s problems in school, the game becomes reality for an hour or so. By leaving one reality and entering another, we can return to the “real” reality refreshed and invigorated. This effect occurs only to the extent that we really concentrate on the game — to the extent that we really become involved in it.

In fact, racquetball can serve as a sort of “positive addiction.” If we let racquetball distract us, we can wind up dissipating our life by daydreaming about racquetball and wandering off to play the game when we really should be doing something else.

Summary

In summary, racquetball is a game that demands concentration. By concentrating more effectively we can improve our game. This article suggests ways to improve concentration. But this concentration is not merely a burden we have to put up with in order to play a decent game; it actually confers benefits. The more effectively we concentrate, the better we play, and the more likely it will be that racquetball will be a psychologically fulfilling experience for us.
The format I propose will provide the necessary degree of suspense in addition to the great action and excitement inherent in the game.

The next step is to turn our attention to the audience's capability of following our exceptionally fast game. Perhaps it is, or very soon will be, technically possible to follow the path of the ball at all times. If we accept that proposition, we must now ask ourselves if the style of play, prevalent among the top players today, is the most exciting brand of racquetball we can offer the viewing audience? Bullet serves forcing weak returns with resulting slam kills? Inning after inning where a player reels off successive points with resulting ace turns? Inning after inning where a player reels off successive points with resulting ace turns? Is that what the audience will find exciting and interesting? I don't think so. Let's face it — the ball is just too darned fast. The ball has changed our game from one of finesse and strategy to one of slam bang power. The winners today are the big hitters and speedy retrievers. It is a game of raw power, pure and simple, not too concerned with his-
Kunnan/Leach sponsor the richest tournament in Racquetball

The King's Racquetball Court will be the site of the 1st Annual Kunnan/Leach tournament of champions, May 11-14. It is co-sponsored by Leach Industries, and the Kunnan Lo Manufacturing Corporation of the Republic of China, the largest manufacturer of racquets in the world.

The top twelve Racquetball players have received invitations to compete for the richest first place money ever offered, $7,500. A total of $20,000 will be given away in a new and unique double elimination format.

Seeds 1-4 will receive first round byes. Players five through eight will square off against nine thru twelve. The winners advance to the second round and pocket $500.00, the losers must then play the top four seeds.

Winners in this round advance to play again, losers are eliminated. Seeds one-four must win their first match or they are out.

Winners of the next round receive $1,000 and losers go home. The winners in the semi-finals will take home $2,000 more dollars and the finals will be a $4,000 winner-take-all match. Players selected for the tournament are Marty Hogan, Charlie Brumfield, Steve Serot, Davey Bledsoe, Steve Keeley, Jerry Hilecher, Steve Strandemo, Richard Wagner, Craig McCoy, Jay Jones, Mark Marrow, and Ken Koltun. Alternates are Mike Yellin and David Fleetwood in case of injury or scheduling conflicts.

$188,000 All Pro Racquetball Tournament

All Pro Racquetball Ltd., a sports promotion company based in San Diego, Ca, is bringing together the top athletes in the world to compete in the richest racquetball tournament ever held. The tournament is being sponsored by Leach Industries, Seamco Sporting Goods and Adolf Coors Brewing Company.

Competition will be held in four divisions: 1) Baseball 2) Football 3) Basketball and Hockey 4) Veterans and individual sports. Anyone who made at least $15,000 in a professional sport is eligible. However no one who plays a racquet or paddle sport is eligible for this tournament. Each person pays his own entry fee, $100.00 and expenses. All competition is being hosted at the Las Vegas Racquetball Club.

Competition has already been held in baseball and football. Thirty eight baseball players competed with Don Kessinger, Chicago White Sox and Al Oliver, Texas Rangers reaching the finals. Each man won $4,000.00 and a chance at a great deal more.

Eighty Six football players from every team in the NFL participated with Randy Vataha, Green Bay Packers and Jim Baker, St. Louis Cardinals coming out on top. In July the basketball and hockey players will play with the individual sports and veterans to follow in December. Then the stage will be set to bring together the eight finalists. The finalists in each sport will playoff to decide who is the champ. The winner receives $4,000.00 to add to the $4,000.00 each had previously won as semi-finalists. The loser will receive $2,000.00. But more importantly, these four winners will be competing for...
RESULTS OF 1978
SUPREME COURTS OPEN
RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

On February 10th through the 14th of 1978, the New Mexico Racquetball Association sponsored a Racquetball Tournament at the Supreme Courts Racquet and Health Club in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The event was sponsored by Pickard and Associates of Albuquerque, New Mexico, together with numerous other sponsors. Racquetball continues to grow in popularity and participation in New Mexico, this being evidenced by the greatest number of participants ever to compete in 11 divisions. Racquetball in this state is organized and gaining strength under the New Mexico Racquetball Association. The address of the new association is 8421-C Montgomery Blvd, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111. It is interested in promoting Racquetball at all levels, including providing instruction, staging tournaments, and disseminating information about Racquetball state wide.

The tournament results in the 11 divisions are as follows:

In the Women's Novice there were 19 participants for this first time ever event. In the semi-finals Diane Sorenson defeated Connie Burch 21-18 21-10 and Liz Morley of Albuquerque, out-wielded Mary Oliver of Albuquerque, 21-11 21-12. In playing for third place, Burch defeated Oliver 21-1 21-2. The finals of this event showed Diane Sorenson defeating Liz Morley 21-2 21-9. The Women's C event found 19 lovely ladies participating, with third place being taken by Patricia Quinones, from El paso, Texas. She defeated CC Bardwell from Las Cruces, New Mexico 21-18 21-5. First place in this event was garnered by the always tough Jane Hagen of Los Alamos, New Mexico defeating localite Mary Lou Furua of Albuquerque. Four women played in the Women's B. It was a round robin with second place going to Louise McDonough of Albuquerque, and first place being captured by Paula Bohling of El Paso, Texas. The women's Open event also found only four women participating in a round robin with second place being taken by Dorothy Ward and first place being taken by the consistent Janice Corsie of Albuquerque.

The Old Fogies event, Mens 35 and Over, was absent of the perennial champion, Albuquerque's Ernie Nellos. Mr. Nellos briefly lost touch with reality and entered the Mens Open event arguing that his unorthodox style would serve to run the youngsters off the court. Third place was captured by reliable Jess Burch of Albuquerque. In the finals Louis Lucero of Roswell drilled the dentist, Robert Sanchez 21-6 21-19. In the first time held B-C Doubles, 32 teams struggled in what seemed like a never-ending succession of sometimes brilliant and always enjoyable Racquetball play. Third place in this event went to Rick Breltz and Gregg Peck of El Paso. Second place went to the local team of Rick Bowman and Beto Stoerner. First place found Eric Sanchez and Tom Frank of Albuquerque, atop the heap of fatigued B-C participants. The Open Doubles event found 13 teams bouncing each other off the walls. When the dust had cleared, Ernie Nellos and Dennis Chavez of Albuquerque, had captured third place.

Second place went to the over/underweight team of Jack Blystone and Frank Silva. First place in this championship event went to the New Mexico State Champion, Gary Mazarroff and his obtrusive partner, Clay Childs. They defeated Blystone and Silva 21-13 21-17.

The Mens Novice Division entertained 46 entries. Participants had not participated in any previous tournament, nor had they played Racquetball for a period longer than six months. Third place in this event went to Nicholas Hadzellis of Albuquerque. In the finals Dan Abeyta, also of Albuquerque, defeated Paul Parker of El Paso, Texas. The Mens C event found everyone in the world playing with the total of 73 entries. Craig Elliot of Albuquerque, defeated Steve Rosell 21-15 21-8 for third place while Wayne Wolfenbarger of Las Cruces, defeated Carl Brand of Albuquerque, 21-3 21-19 for the first place trophy. The Mens B found 33 participants with third place going to Dave Arnold of Santa Fe, New Mexico. Second place was taken by Texas by Chris Kinkade. The first place
REGIONAL TOURNAMENTS
DATES: June 9-12
NATIONAL FINALS TOURNAMENT
DATE: July 14-17

AGE REQUIREMENTS:
Participants must not have reached their 18th birthday by May 12, 1978

DIVISIONS: Play will be held in 6 divisions: Male and Female – 17 & under, 15 & under, 12 & under

IRA * MEMBERSHIP:
All participants must be or become IRA members

NOTE: Regional competition has been opened to all eligible persons. Competition on the local level is no longer required to compete at the regional level.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
The International Racquetball Association
Headquarters
901/274-2363

REGIONALS
June 9-12
S. San Francisco, CA;
Denver, CO;
Los Angeles, CA;
Dallas, TX;
Boston, MA;
Minneapolis, Minn.;
Atlanta, GA;
Meadowlands, NJ;
Chicago, IL;
Detroit, Mich.;
Seattle, Wash.
St. Louis, MO; June 16-19

Regional winners will receive full air fare to the nationals.

NATIONAL FINALS
July 14-17
Detroit, Mich.

Winners of 17 and under will each receive $1000 scholarships.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Please note changes in dates for regional and national finals competition
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SPONSORED BY  
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$12.00 per person  
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AWARDS  
Trophies for the first three places. Free  
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ELIGIBILITY  
Must meet age requirements as of May 12, 1978  
Must show current IRA® card  
Must abide by tournament rules  
15 pt. tie breakers  

TOURNAMENT BALL  
Seamco 444, the official IRA® ball  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
901-274-2363  
Luke St. Onge  

NATIONALS  
July 14-16 at the Sports Illustrated Court Club,  
Michigan  Regional winners will receive full round  
trip coach airfare  

Take this form with your entry fee to your local club.  

PLEASE INDICATE SHIRT SIZE  
S □ M □ L □ XL □  

NAME (Print) __________________________________________________________________________  
IRA CARD # & EXP. DATE __________________________________________________________________  
ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________________  
HOME PHONE ______________________________________________________________________________  
CITY ___________________________________________________________________________________  
STATE ___________________________________________________________________________________  
ZIP _____________________________________________________________________________________  

I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, waive and release any and all rights  
and claims for damages I may have against the International Racquetball Association, Ektelon, and  
Pony and their respective agents, for any and all injuries. NOTE: Entrant may not participate in this  
tournament without signature of parent or guardian on this form.  
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MARCH - APRIL 1978
Janell Marriott became only the fourth woman in professional racquetball history to win a women's pro tournament. In the four years of women's professional racquetball Peggy Steding and Shannon Wright have notched 11 and 8 victories respectively in the twenty tournaments. Jennifer Harding made a big splash when she posted a victory over Janell in the first nationally televised women's match.

But 21 was a lucky number for Janell as she pocketed $1500.00 first prize at the King of Prussia Racquetball Club in King of Prussia, PA. Just like Rocky, who worked and sweated for a shot at the champ, underdog Marriott turned back 10th ranked Jean Sauser and Marci Greer and found herself eyeball to eyeball with the Champ. Shannon Wright had breezed to her spot in the semi's with a 21-4, 21-10 lesson to Jan Pasternak and a 21-3, 21-4 pasting over Karin Walton. So the fight began and after two games the score was 21-6, 21-19, but Shannon had lost the second and with a 10-8 lead in the 11 point tie-breaker, Shannon gave it away. Two skips by her and a coup de grace roll out and Marriott had won 11-10. The finals with Martha Byrd McDonald were almost a repeat as Janell lost the first game 21-8; won the second, and rode a big lead to win the third 11-4. Coupled with a big win over Jennifer Harding 21-20 and 21-9 it was Martha's biggest paycheck and her best performance of a young and promising career. The weekend belonged to Marriott and even though she wouldn't be on Television she had really impressed the non-believers who watched all weekend. It was another big plus for the Colgate/Leach/Seamco tour and for Racquetball everywhere spotlighting the Women Racquetballers and showing they can crow even without those "other guys".
The Ajay Racqueteers

They drive opponents right up the wall.

From our Spoiler, the largest legal racquetball racquet, down to the Vendetta, the lightest around, Ajays are murder on the court, but not on your pocketbook.

The Ajay lineup includes 10 models, 6 head shapes. And when it comes to value, they run the others off the court. See them at your sporting goods dealer or department. Gangbusters!

THE LINEUP

SPOILER—Top gunner! Largest legal sized racquet, yet lighter than most conventional (265 grams). Oversized rectangle.

ENFORCER—Plays with authority! A light-weight (255 grams) that hits like a heavy-weight. Rectangle.

· 357—Sneaky! New angular design for low balls close to wall.

BULLET—Right on target! A new elongated teardrop sweet spot.

AVENGER—Great follow through! Comes in three colors with popular elongated rectangle shape.

EXCALIBER—Very sharp! Color-coordinated tournament nylon strings, aluminum frame in rectangular shape.

VENDETTA—Strong finisher! Lightest weight you can buy, yet a heavy hitter. Teardrop.

HUSTLER—Gets the job done! Composition rectangle frame.

CM300—Money player! Probably the best value you can buy. Teardrop.

DIGGER—Unbreakable! Great for beginners. ABS rectangle frame.

AJAY Sports, 1501 E. Wisconsin, Delavan, WI 53115
Biorhythms are the physiological equivalent of the physical law that what goes up must come down. Just as light and dark have long been equated with good and evil, high and low have traditionally represented the extremes of human effectiveness and feelings. "I'm on top of the world" and "today was the pits" are familiar expressions of good or bad days.

According to some scientists, these expressions are a direct reflection of the fascinating natural phenomenon of Biorhythms or more accurately Life Cycles. The theory of Biorhythms contends that our physical and psychological ups and downs are pre-determined from the date of our birth by three separate cycles, the "Physical Cycle" runs for twenty three days, the "Emotional Cycle" is twenty eight days and it takes thirty three days to complete what is called the "Intellectual Cycle."

At the Colgate/Leach/Seamco Tourney, February 15-19, at the Arizona Athletic Club, Marty Hogan's Biorhythms reversed those of Sarah Green mentioned above. From the first day of the tournament to the last, Hogan's "Physical" and "Emotional" cycles were down, even reaching "Mini-Criticals" on two days. But his "Intellectual" rhythm was up during the entire tournament and he came out of it with another big win. In the same San Antonio tournament, Hogan went into the finals on an "Emotional" down, but a "Physical" and "Intellectual" up — a rough combination to beat. His opponent Richie Wagner's cycles were just the opposite — an "Emotional" up, but a "Physical" and "Intellectual" down. Much to the satisfaction of Biorhythm advocates, Hogan took the tourney.

The Tanner Pro-Am found Hogan in approximately the same position as during the Arizona tournament. His "Physical" and "Emotional" cycles were down, and his "Intellectual" rhythm was up. This does not sound like a particularly good day for Hogan, but for his opponent, Charlie Brumfield, it was worse. He was approaching the end of an up intellectually, but was down emotionally and was at a physical "Mini-Critical". Faced with a tie-breaker, Brumfield admitted that he couldn't go the distance, and the man who has won more tournaments than any other pro was defeated in that third game.

These examples can be used as evidence to support both sides of the argument but, like astrology, the theory is of interest to almost everyone whether it be as a way of life or merely as a fad or plaything.

The most significant conclusion one can make is that the strength of Biorhythms lies in how strongly one believes in them.
We can think of each cycle as a circle, taking the specified number of days (23, 28 or 33) to travel from a certain point up, around, down and back to the starting point. However, if the cycle was plotted out on a horizontal graph (as it usually is by students of Biorhythms) the starting point is represented by a line drawn straight through the middle with a curve starting at the level of the line and moving first above the line, then down below the center, than back up, etc. Thus, the image becomes a series of waves undulating up and down at regular intervals. Normally the three cycles — physical, emotional and intellectual — are traced on the same graph so the inter-relation can be observed.

But what do these ups and downs mean? Bernard Gittelsohn, the author of several books on biorhythms likens the cycle to a battery. During the first half of the cycle (charted above the mid-line) the battery is an energy producer — cap-

must come down
able of activating systems and making things happen. But then the battery must be recharged — it is not capable of the same amount of output. This regenerative period is represented by the last half of the cycle which is plotted below the “zero” line on the graph. In human terms, during the “up” part of the physical, emotional and intellectual cycles a person is strong, cheerful and alert. As the cycle moves to its “down” stage, his strength is diminished, his emotions are on edge, and he is intellectually not as sharp.

Certain points in the cycle are particularly important. These days on which the curve crosses the mid line are called “Critical Days” because the cycle is in a state of flux, changing from up to down or vice versa. It is felt that because of the instability that exists during this time, critical days are very significant.

Another term used by biorhythmists is “Mini-Critical”. These are the days when the curve reaches either its peak above the line or its valley below the line. Mini-critical days create a situation similar to “Critical Days” in that they are turning points at which the cycle is not stable.

Because of the varying lengths of the cycles, all three cycles will not hit “Critical” or “Mini-Critical” days at the same time. But as they run their courses, occasionally they intersect. A person may, for example, reach a physical “Critical” and an intellectual “Mini-Critical” on the same day. This is known as a combination day, and can be more difficult than any other day.

The point that is stressed again and again by students of biorhythms is that Biorhythms are not unalterable predictions; they are indications of potential. Scholars insist that the study of life cycles should not lead to fatalism; rather it should enable a person to realize the varying potentials and limitations of his day and use this knowledge for his personal progress and well being.

During the “energized”, up-part of the cycle, a person should set challenges for himself and strive to attain higher goals. On the other hand, when the cycle is in the “regenerative” down-part of the cycle, one should not tax his body, emotions or intellect, as the case may be, because he is simply not at his best during this time.

“Critical”, “Mini-Critical” and combination days likewise representing potentials are, not necessarily hazardous. The advice should not be “stay in bed and forget it”, but rather “beware — anything can happen”.

According to biorhythmists the danger lies in not being aware of these cycles. “Critical” and “Mini-Critical” days account for only 20% of our lives, but studies have shown that 80% of all accidents and illnesses occur during these days.

In some industries the Biorhythms of drivers and pilots have been charted, and these employees made aware of “Critical” days. The result was a marked reduction in the number of accidents. Opponents of the theory argue that the warning simply made the employees more safety conscious, and this alone decreased the percentage of mishaps.

Why has the discussion of this theory surfaced in RACQUETBALL Magazine? Biorhythms are being used more and more in an effort to understand the performance fluctuations of athletes in the sports world. Professional athletes are carefully trained, tuned into top physical condition, motivated by team pride and individual prestige, and they have financial incentives that we mere mortals greatly envy. So why is it that one day an athlete can do no wrong and another day his performance stinks? Sports fans call it “hot and cold”; Biorhythmists label it “up and down”. But the two worlds are coming to understand each other.

Jimmy the Greek has been known to consult the Biorhythmic charts of athletes before making predictions on the outcome of a particular game or fight. It has been observed that O.J. Simpson’s career has frequently followed the pattern of his Biorhythms. At one point when his emotional rhythm was high and his physical cycle was very high, he carried the ball twenty four times in a game for a total of a hundred and thirty yards rushing. In the very next month all three of Simpson’s cycles were low and the normally cool and collective athlete was thrown out of the game for the first time in his career for fighting.

By researching the birthdays and computing the biorhythms of several players, RACQUETBALL Magazine has made some interesting observations in
At the Tanner Pro-Am in December of 1977, Davy Bledsoe was at a triple low. His opponent, Steve Keely, had mixed rhythms high and low. The result was the defeat of the National Champion Bledsoe.

In the recent San Antonio tournament, March 16-19, Sarah Green had the apparent good luck to be high in both her “Physical” and “Emotional” cycles. However, her intellectual rhythm hit a “Mini-Critical.” According to spectators she was unable to make good shot selections throughout the match and was defeated by Sue Carow for the first time in her career.

The site is the National Championships June 4-11, 1977 at the Atlas Health Club in San Diego, CA. Surprising Davey Bledsoe has fought his way to the finals where he will face the odds on favorite and winner of every Pro stop but one, Marty Hogan, the self avowed “incredible hulk,” who has made his way to the finals with relative ease. Hogan has already had an impressive year winning every pro stop but two. On his worst day he seems to be able to beat the best players on their best day. Marty is playing super throughout the tournament and seems to be peaking on this fateful Sunday. Davey Bledsoe, his opponent, has had a very good year himself. In fact he won the last pro stop that directly preceded these National Championships. Davey is a worthy opponent and cannot be taken lightly. However, all indications would lead us to believe that Marty will soon be the 1977 National Professional Champion. O.K. let’s go to the match!

The crowd was in a frenzy — The action was super. Both players knew they were playing for the National Championship. To no one’s surprise Hogan went out 19 to 13 in the first game and suddenly went cold. Marty only scored one more point as Davey Bledsoe came from behind to win 21-20. Hogan feeling the pressure now quickly went to a 7-0 lead in the second game. But Davey’s confidence was soaring and he came back to tie the game at 7-7 and then moved ahead to take a 13-8 lead. Hogan and Bledsoe played close back and forth but after a number of super rallies Bledsoe was on top 20-15 and it looked like it was all over for Marty. But Hogan has never been one to give up and on this day as on every other he showed his true champion’s colors. He came back and forced Bledsoe to play his best by gaining the serve at 19-20 and then something happened to Marty — he blew a

Now the whole family can be members of the IRA for just $9 a year!
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forehand and it was Davey's serve. Davey went to his favorite serve and Z'd to Marty's back hand. The serve was not too deep and Hogan seemed to be rushed and set up to hit the ball and blew it. That skip cost Marty Hogan the National Championship as the final score of the second game was 21-19 and Bledsoe had done the impossible. He had beaten the awesome Marty Hogan for the National Championships in two straight games 21-20 & 21-19.

In 1976-1977 Marty Hogan won nine pro stops. Nine of them — Edmonton in September, Vermont in October, Ft. Lauderdale in December, Las Vegas in January, Houston in February, Denver in March, Chattanooga in March, Southfield in April and Lombard in April. But now Marty Hogan had lost the most prestigious National Championship. What were his biorhythms on that day? Could that have had anything to do with it? Physical, Sensitivity, Intellectual — PS & I. Let's take a look at Marty's biorhythms on that particular Sunday, June 11, 1977.

The PS and I lines all of which are in a down cycle. Biorhythmically speaking Marty Hogan had a triple down. A biorhythmic scientist would point out for you that this is probably the reason that Marty was unable to cope with his critical situation in the finals. Was this true? Is there actually a biorhythmic pattern that foretold Marty Hogan was doomed.

Let's take a look at Davey Bledsoe for a second. Davey's cross section shows physically he was at a super high-sensitivity and intellectually he was in a down cycle. Davey had won the Newport Beach tournament in May directly proceeding the National Championships in June. He was at a high physically although his sensitivity and intellectual cycles were on a downward swing. His physical was able to carry him through and allow him to become the National Champion. If we go back and analyze the scores of the game once more and find that he was able to overcome Marty perhaps we can not be certain when he was down 19-13 to come back and win 21-20 in that all important first game. Biorhythms or not no one can explain how Hogan could skip two of his favorite shots — the forehand plum off the back wall and give the serve to Davey at 20-19 in the second game.

So there we have it. Marty Hogan riding a tidal wave of victories from the National Pro tour. Nine of them comes into the National Championship with his biorhythms at a tremendous low and he is upset by Davey Bledsoe who is riding a physical high. We can't say "Fact or Fiction"?

Let's take one other look at Davey later in the year. At the Tanner Pro Am in December, 1977, Davey Bledsoe was at a triple low. His opponent for his final match, Steve Keeley, had mixed biorhythms, high and low. The result, Davey Bledsoe defending National Champion, is beaten by Steve Keeley, a slower, less physical player, but biorhythmically up for that day.

Biorhythms, horoscopes — are they the same thing? Can one actually predict when he is going to have a great day? Can he avoid having a bad day? We don't really know. People tell us that biorhythms will be the safeguards of the future. We will be able to predict critical periods when we have to be constantly on guard and therefore be able to make fuller lives for ourselves. The opponents say that biorhythms are just myths — tea leaves in a cup — we don't really know. Do you?

For those who wish a personalized biorhythm chart report for a whole year, with day-to-day interpretations, send $10.00 to Dept. RB, Biorhythm Computers, Inc., 119 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Include your date of birth — month, day and year.

For low prices call collect: Lloyd Distributors (213) 999-4330 P.O. BOX 3000, CALABASAS, CALIF. 91302 DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED
Wood Floors.

Give a lifetime of performance and wearability, because they are more than skin deep.

Wood floors . . . unlike thin, synthetic type floors . . . are constructed of sufficient mass to control the transmission of cold and condensation from a concrete subfloor to the playing surface. A most important construction consideration in the building of Racquetball/Handball Courts.

Robbins, now offers a choice of four, hardwood maple floor systems. The superb construction of each of these floor systems make them less affected by variations in temperature and/or humidity . . . resisting warping, twisting, excessive swelling and shrinkage. Your assurance in having a wood floor system that will last the "lifetime" of your courts, with a minimum of maintenance.

For the player, Robbins wood floors give fast action . . . with uniform ball bounce as the ball comes off the floor without loss of energy. Furthermore, the high resiliency of Robbins wood floors reduces player fatigue.

With Robbins, the name in hard maple floors, there is a choice . . . Lock-Tite; Strip-Tite; Permacushion; Cincinnati Sectionals. For Complete details and specifications just write, or give us a call.

 Locke-Tite®
 High quality steel channels and clip fastening system to withstand the extremes of moisture and humidity.

Strip-Tite®
 Combination of clinching and high density hardwood gives maximum hold down strength.

Permacushion®
The hard maple floor system that floats on cushioned sleepers. Shock absorbing, economical and versatile.

Cincinnati Sectionals®
 Prefabricated, installation is accomplished quickly and easily.

Manufacturer of nationally famous Precision Courts wall & ceiling systems for Racquetball/Handball Courts

Robbins INC.
3626 Roundbottom Road / Cincinnati, Ohio 45244
(513) 561-5805
shoot it  
serve it  
pass it  

belt it  
splash it  
whack it  

slap it  
dunk it  
bounce it  

freeze it  
spin it  
cream it  

chop it  
wet it  
dribble it  

lob it  
hit it  
ace it  
loft it  

hang it  
clobber it  
bang it  

center it  
spike it  
kill it  

smash it  
hook it  
boot it  

buy it, Seamco

SEAMCO SPORTING GOODS COMPANY, DIVISION OF DART INDUSTRIES, LAGRANGE, GEORGIA 30240
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-241-8111 TOLL FREE.
INTRODUCING RSI RACQUETS

A NEW GENERATION OF DURABILITY, POWER, AND CONTROL COMES TO RACQUETBALL.

The most advanced racquets available are, (from front to back), the RSI H/2, a heavier racquet for power players; the RSI T/3, a teardrop racquet with performance that makes it suitable for the majority of players; the RSI F/2, a lightweight racquet for players who cut off a lot of shots in the front court, and the RSI L/4, a high-performance racquet with exceptional playing characteristics in every phase of the game.

The advanced racquet that works: four national championships in the first year.

In our first year of the toughest testing program available — national competition — RSI Player Representative/Consultant Jim Austin picked up four national titles: The USRA Senior Singles; The USRA Senior Doubles; The IRA Senior Singles; and the YMCA Senior Doubles. The advanced technology used in RSI racquets is technology that performs at the highest levels of the game.

RSI Racquets cover the performance spectrum:

There are four RSI racquets. One of them is perfect for your game. RSI racquets are currently available at selected pro shops throughout the United States.

For further information, write Rodgers Sports, Incorporated, 9539 Town Park Drive, Houston, Texas 77036

© 1977, The Office of Donald Pierce, Inc.

The M-Comp frame used in RSI racquets gives you the even balance of power and control that makes for optimum racquet performance.

The M-Comp frame used in RSI racquets is the most advanced frame design available. It offers you some very desirable playing characteristics.
What's the best racquet in the game? Which racquet is recommended most? In an August 1977 survey by Western Union, court managers, pros, and racquet buyers at over 200 court facilities nationwide picked Ektelon by more than two to one.

Ektelon... the most recommended racquet in racquetball.

Here's why:

**Unique Handle Construction**
Ektelon racquet handles are virtually indestructible, yet lightweight. The aluminum frame extends all the way through the handle and is tapered at the end to maintain correct racquet balance. A locking pin secures the handle to the frame. Ektelon offers the broadest selection of handle sizes and grip materials available.

**Made of Alcoa 7005 aluminum:** light, tough, 32% stronger than the materials most other racquet makers use.

Frame is drilled after bending, to eliminate stress points, tighten eyelet fit, lengthen string life.

Full year racquet warranty, 90-day string warranty.

Ektelon is a registered trademark of Ektelon, San Diego, CA